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IKTEODUCTION
A study of the life of Lafcadio Hearn reveals so many unusual facts
that it is easy to assxame that his writing; must have "been influenced con-
•ideratly by specific incidents in his life and "by his own peculiar person-
ality. In gathering the evidence to support this assumption I have first
made a thorough study of Hearn* s life emphasizing in a short biography
those incidents and traits of character which would he most likely to in-
fluence either the subject matter or the style of his writing. For this
study of his life I found these works most helpful:
Elizabeth Bisland»s Life and Letters of Lafcadio Hearn and Nina
Kennard»s Lafcadio Hearn for good general information; Dr. Gould *s
Concerning Lafcadio Hearn because of its scientific study of Hearn* s myo-
pia and its influence on his personality and because of its extreme adverse
interpretation of Heern; Jean Temple *s Blue Ghost for a mystical interpre-
tation of Hearn and its power of creating enthusiasm for the subject;
Edward L. Tinker's Lafcadio Hearn *s American Days for the most complete in-
formation concerning Hearn' s life and work in America; and the books of
Hearn* s wife and son: Mrs. Hearn *s Reminiscences of Lafcadio Hearn and
Kazuo Koizumi *s Father and I for their intimate, personal emphasis on the
life of Hearn in Japan, particularly his family life.
A study of Lafcadio Hearn*s writing reveals several themes that recur
frequently both in his American and in his Japanese work. These themes
are definite reflections of Hearn* s life. For example, his sociological
studies of the negro types in Cincinnati, New Orleans, and the West Indies
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and the Japanese people would seem to "be partly stimulated "by Hearn's own
^ strange tlood mixture and an unconscious desire to show constructively his
I complete lack of race prejudice. Hearn's frequent use of the word **ghost"
I in his writing and his frequent reference to dreams reflect the uncommon im-
1
portance of dreams and ghosts in his childhood and his romantic, sensitive
" nature. Certain characteristics of style and suhject matter are traceable
I
to Hearn*s extreme myopia. In like manner Hearn*s environment and his eager
i;
explorations in the world of hooks made their indelible marks on his work.
The undeniable characteristics of pure romanticism which mark Hearn*s
work aid in the task of proving the influence of his life upon his work.
[
His subjectivity, his frequent autobiographical passages guide the way for
! the student of his work. His natural enthusiasm for such a wide range of
I
subjects is revealed in every page of his writing. His newspaper work in
I
Cincinnati and New Orleans shows more than a passing interest in astronomy,
sociology, archeology, science, superstitions, folklore, spiritualism, phi-
losophy, and psychology. His Japanese writing shows not a cooling of en-
thusiasm toward these subjects, but a narrowing- of interests to concentra-
tion on sociology and folklore in his effort to interpret the East for the
West.
To understand and appreciate fully the work of any writer, it is nec-
essary to make a study of his life and the correlation between it and his
work. This is especially true of Hearn's writing since it was so markedly
influenced by heredity, specific events, circumstances, environment, his
voracious reading, and the period in which he lived.
rc
PiP:T I
A BESTLESS SEEKEK OF BEAUTY
r
A* Interpretations of Lafcadio Hearn
j
iimerica and Japan have at least one common "bond Lafcadio Hearn, a
possession which Japan seems to have appreciated more than America. To-
I
j
day, Lafcadio Hearn is little reed, still less appreciated, except "by those
[
!
kindred spirits of Hearn seekers of Oddities, those who wander far from
j
the trodden ways, iind the Hearn that is known today is Hearn, the Inter-
j
preter of Japan. His American work has not received the notice that much
of it deserves. Among misunderstood geniuses, Lafcadio Hearn is one of the
j
most misunderstood. His many-sided nature, his personal eccentricities,
j
and his Bohemianism have made him an easy mark for biased interpretations.
!
It seems to he almost impossihle to write ahout Lafcadio Hearn with detach-
|
ment. His "biographers seem to take one of two alternatives, presenting
either an idealized genius or a Bohemian of weak character. His official .
"biographer, Eliza"beth Bisland u'etmore, was very sympathetic, almost too !
sympathetic, for she idealized Hearn to a high degree. His least under-
standing "biographer is prohably Dr. G«orge M. Gould who emphasizes what he i
I
calls Hearn* s "inner emptiness" and his weak character.^ So also has it
"been the tendency for the "biographer to take one characteristic of Hearn
to use as the prevailing note of the "biography. Thus Dr. Gould has col-
ored his "biography from the point of view of Hearn' s physical defect-
extreme myopia. Jean Temple calls her biography of Hearn Blue Ghost
,
combining Hearn' s lifelong interest in ghosts and his predilection for the
color blue. Tinker has been criticized for his dwelling on Hearn »s Bohe-
1, Gould, G.il. , Concerning Lafcadio Hesrn , 1908.
g^^,,^linker , E.W, Lafc&dio Hearn* s i\merican Days, 1925.
rr
mianism and physical ugliness with "dis£\isting delight. However, Tinker
achieves a portrayal of Hearn that has a down-to-earth reality that makes
him alive for those who could not know him personally.
The following short hiogrephy will try to present Lafcadio Hearn as
neither idealized nor derogated, hut as a sensitive human heing who had a
difficult life to live, in ell instances iiiving Hearn the benefit of any
douht
.
B. Childhood Memories
It is natujal that Lafcadio Hearn, lover of "beauty and artistry,
should he of romantic origin. He was "born on June 27, 1850, on the island
of Santa llaura just off the western coast of Greece, From the old Greek
name of the island, Leucadia, called Lefcada in modern Greek, the child of
Surgeon-Major Charles Bush Hearn and Eosa Tessiraa, seems to have heen
named, his full name heing Patricio Lafcadio Tessiraa Carlos Hearn. V/hile
stationed with his regiment on the island of Cerigo, Lafcadio *s father, a
dashing, young, Irish soldier fell in love with the dark Greek "beauty,
Eosa, and eloped with her to Santa I<Iaura in spite of the violent opposition
of Eosa's "brothers. There is some reason to suppose that Bosa's family
originally came from llalta which was in ancient times overrun with Arahian
tri"bes who intermarried with the aSaltese. The Hearn family itself was of
mixed origin. Lafcadio "bore all his life the "thumh-print" on his palm,
which is traditionally thought to he the mark of Eomany descent and came
from the Hearn side of the family. Throu^out his life Lafcadio displayed
1. Boynton, P.H., More Contemporary ijnericans, 1927, pp. 51-74.

outstanding characteristics of his mixed ancestors, well expressed "by Nina
Kennard as "the nomadic instincts of the Romany and Arat, the revolutionary
spirit of the Celt, the luxuriant imagination of the Oriental, with that
unquenchahle spark of industry and energy inherited from his Anglo-Saxon
forhears."^
TWien Lafcadio was two years old, his father was ordered to the West
Indies; thereupon he sent his wife and son to his relatives in Dublin where
they found refuge in the home of an aunt, hlxs, Justin Brenane* She, a
Eoman Catholic convert, was more Catholic than most Catholics horn in the
faith. It was the rigid religious influence of l!rs. Brenane that Lafcadio
early rebelled against, maintaining throughout most of his life a distinct
aversion to the Roman Catholic faith.
Lafcadio 's lifelong worship of feminine beauty began with his child-
hood worship of his mother, a tie which was rudely broken by the separation
of his father and mother and Rosa's immediate return to her native land
where it is supposed that she married again. Charles Hearn also married
again and left his two sons Lafcadio with llrs. Brenane, and Daniel James
with his uncle Richard. The separation of his father and mother seems to
have been almost too much for Lafcadio's over-sensitive soul to bear. At
any rate his life with I^Trs. Brenane was on the whole unhappy, although
there seemed to be some affection between the stern old aunt and her rebel-
lious nephew.
Some of Lafcadio *s happiest days while with 'Irs. Brenane were spent
at Tramore, a seaside resort in Ireland. Here he learned to love the sea
and to swim, one of the few sports his defective eyesight allowed him. One
1, Kennard, N.H., Lafcadio Heam, 1912, p. 18.
Ir
r
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'
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summer Hearn was sent with his nurse to the cottage of an old sea-captain
who had a collection of man^-- oddities from China and Japan. V/e can well
imagine the impression made upon this young romanticist hy such Oriental
souvenirs, of which the Chinese gong with its unearthly tone remained for-
ever in his memory.
Mrs. Brenane took her nephew on many visits to relatives and friends.
One of the friends was Henry Molyneux, a Eoraan Catholic who later manoeu-
vered Lafcadio out of the inheritance that Mrs. Brenane had intended to
will to her nephew.
A certain "Cousin Jane" was prominent in his childhood. He disliked
her and feared her because she had told him he would "burn forever in hell
if he did not "believe in God. From then on, Lafcadio "suspected all the
friends of Cousin Jane*s God, and felt a natural sympathy with his ene-
mies. "'' While Jane was away on a visit he wished that she would die. At
this time he saw s strange apparition Jane with only a pale "blur in place
of her face. This incident added to his childish terror of the night and
ghosts. \Vhen Jane came home again she was dying with consumption. At two
other important times in his life Lafcadio dreamed symholical dreams that i
came true.
Kehelling against the restraint put upon him "by Cousin Jane*s and Mrs*
Brenane's religious tenets, and thirsting for "beauty, Lafcadio "became more
and more interested in heathen gods, and he says in a paper called "Idola-
;
try" that "even today, in spite of larger knowledge, the words 'heathen*
and 'pagan*—however ignorantly used in scorn revive within me old sen-
!• Bisland, E., The Life and Letters of Lafcadio Hearn , 1906, vol. 1,
p. 26. (from "Idolatry," a paper hy Heism)
f
sations of light and beauty, of freedom and joy,"l He found teauty also
in "books illustrated with figures of ancient Greek mythology. His reading
was severely censored as is evidenced "by his account in the same paper,
(**Idolatry")
, of the havoc done to these htunan figures imder the hand of
one who had not his appreciation of "beauty:
My censors had been offended by the nakedness of the gods, and
had \mdertaken to correct that impropriety. Parts of many figures,
dryads, naiads, graces, muses had been found too charming and
erased with a pen-knife; all had been rendered breastless. And*
in most cases, drawers had been put upon the gods even upon the
tiny Loves—-large baggy, bathing-drawers, woven with cross-strokes
of a quill-pen, so designed as to conceal all curves of beauty,—
-
especially the lines of the long fine thighs However, in
my case, this barbarism proved of some educational value. It
furnished me with many problems of restoration; and I often tried
very hard to reproduce in pencil drawing the obliterated or the
hidden line.^
Lafoadio had a real talent for drawing which he could not develop to any
extent because of his poor vision.
To add to the trial of natural near-sight, Lafcadio, because of a blot
received while playing a game at Ushaw, was deprived of the sight of one
eye, so that the other gradually grew abnormally large from severe strain.
Mrs. Brenane had sent her nephew to St. Cuthbert's College at Ushaw,
England in 1863. At Ushaw, Lafcadio seems to have read voraciously in all
types of literature, often neglecting his studies to pursue his own natu-
ral bent. He early expressed a tendency to radicalism. His declaration
in this strict Jesuit school that he was a Pantheist not only shocked his
precepteurs but probably was the cause for llrs. Brenane 's sending him to a
still more strict Jesuit school at Yvetot, Prance,
1. Bisland, Life and Letters , vol. 1, p. 28.
2. Ibid., p. SO f.
((
7This period in his life, from the time he left Ushaw, to his arrival in
America, is dark and uncertain as to facts. It appears, however, that
Lafcadio ran away from the school at Yvetot to Paris where he spent a few
weeks roaming around. Ivlrs. Brenane, prohahly disg-usted with her restless
nephew, sent him to hoard with Catherine, an ex-parlor mid. of hers in
London. Hearn was always silent ahout this period in his life, prohahly
"because it was too painful an experience—poverty, and refuge in a work-
house on the Thames.
C. Cincinnati
At the instigation of Henry Molyneux, llrs. Brenane sent Lafcadio at
the age of nineteen to America with instructions to see a relative of
Molyneux in Cincinnati, I.tr. Gullinane, to whom money would he forwarded for
Hearn. This is one of the occasions where Lafcadio showed his suspicion of
people, his sense of pride and independence, for he decided to stay in Hew
York rather than accept money from his aunt and Molyneux.
After two years of hare existence in New York with such odd johs as
copying "briefs for a lawyer and heing a waiter in a cheap restaurant, he
struck out for Cincinnati without a cent in his pocket. He later idealized
a hlond Scandinavian girl on the train who shared a sandwich with him. To
him, hungry and friendless, she appeared heautiful. Arriving penniless in
Cincinnati, Lafcadio weakened and went to Mir. Gullinane who gave him a
small sura of money, which ended their hrief acquaintance. Then hegan more
long days of extreme poverty for the young idealist. When the future
looked darkest, a kindly old printer, Henry V/atkin, took the youth under
his wing and taught him to set type, therehy ena"bling him to get a jo'b
with the Hobert Clarke Company as typesetter and proofreader. During his

early association with Henry Watkin, Hearn called I'ir, Watkin "Dad" while
the young enthusiast for Poe was called "The Eaven." Whenever Lafcadio
left the office for a short time or if Mr. V/atkin left, Lafcadio would
write a note to "Dad" with a raven in lieu of a signature. The raven was
always expressive of He&m's mood; many times the raven would look decided-
ly downcast and hedraggled* Some of Hearn *8 most revealing letters were
written to Ilr. V/atkin from New Orleans signed "The Haven."
From the Eotert Clarke Company, Hearn went to work for a small paper
called the "Trade List." In all his spare time Hearn was writing his
characteristic fantastic tales. It was one of these tales, that Hearn pre-
sented as unohtrusively as possible to Colonel John Cockerill, the editor
of the Enquirer , which started Hearn on his long newspaper career in
America.
The famous "Tan Yard llurder" in 1874 gave Hearn his hig chance to
Show his powers of vivid description. A murder that was gruesome and "bru-
tal in itself Hearn made more so "by his amazing' choice of words and minute
details. Bather than showing a sadistic side to his nature, as critics
have said, this unusual report shows his early striving for a vivid liter-
ary style, the influence of Poe and the French sensationalists, and ahove
all, a desire to show his literary powers off to the heat advantage in or-
der to secure advancement in his profession, which he gained in the shape
of an immediate raise in salary and the reportorial position of covering
the police stations at night. The chief director of his writing in this
period, hesides Poe, was Bulwer Lytton, especially Lytton*s The Haunted
and the Haunter ("better known as The House and the Brain) , which Hearn
considered, even as late as 1898, the greatest ghost story in the English

91874 was an eventful year for Hearn. Not less astounding- than the
story on the "Tan Tard l!urder" was his much-discussed affair with the young
oailatto girl, Althea Foley, which culminated in some sort of a marriage
ceremony on the evening of June 14, 1874, The general explanation for
this affair has heen that Hearn was at this time undernourished, often ill,
and Althea, a servant in the dingy hoarding-house where Hearn was living,
nursed and mothered him, so that Lafcadio finally seemed to have a sort of
quixote notion that he should marry her. Then, too, it would te character-
istic of Hearn to wish to defy social and natural laws as well as the law
at the time in Cincinnati which forhade miscegenation. The alliance was
dissolved in 1877 when Althea left him to go to Indianapolis with a rela-
tive. She later said she had left Hearn voluntarily, having wearied of his
peculiarities.*^ When she returned to Cincinnati, Lafcadio had left for New
Orleans.
Those years in Cincinnati showed the beginning development in Hearn of
all his later outstanding characteristics—personal and literary. VJhen he
could spare tine from his exhausting newspaper work which he hated, he was
working patiently on translations of Gautier, Flauhert, and Baudelaire. It '
was Gautier, added to his natural inclination, who inspired Hearn to hecome
a color ist in literary style. Hearn soon realized what a thankless task the
translator undertook, sayir*g:
"One who translates for the love of the original will prohahly have no
reward save the satisfaction of creating something beautiful and perhaps of
1, T.Tordell, A,, Introduction to An American Mscellany, p. xii.
2. Lewis, 0., Hearn and his Biographers, 1930, p. 51.
S. Ibid., p. 51.
r
saving a masterpiece from less reverent hands, With more indignation in
New Orleans he vents his spleen upon the fact that translations bring such
paltry sums that many inferior translations are done as a result.^
An idealistic and wholly impractical "business sense that Lafcadio re-
tained all his life, was well illustrated in the year 1874, hy the complete
failure within nine weeks of a weekly "devoted to Art, Literature, and
Satire" called Ye Giglampz
,
originated "by Hearn and an artist friend of his,
H. F. Farney.
In Cincinnati Hearn spent much time prowling arovjid the levee, making
frequent trips to Bucktown, where the criminals and degenerates of Cincin-
nati lived and "hid out," and in passing odd hours in such odd places as
graveyards and slaughter-houses, always on the quest of the unusual or the
gruesome. In January of 1874 he was making an extended crusade against
spiritualists and mediums.
In the Slimmer of 1875 Hearn took fi position with the Commercial after
"being dismissed from the Enquirer because of his marriage with Althea,
This was a period for Hearn of youthful skepticism and radicalism. His
letters to an unknown lady of culture in Cincinnati in the year 1876 re-
flect the tendency of his thought, especially in these excerpts:
"I accept Darwin fully I do not believe in God ^neither God
of Greece nor of Bome nor any other God But I do not believe in
Christ or in Christianity,—the former is not a grand character in my
eyes, even as a myth; the latter I abhor as antagonistic to art, to nature,
to passion, and to justice."
1. Temple, Jean, Blue Ghost , 1951, p. 57.
2. Hearn, L., "For the Sum of $25," Times-Democrat , Sept. 24, 1882.
3. Bronner, M. , Letters from the Baven, 1907, p. 141.
I
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And a more sympathetic attitude:
"I hold nought in human action to he evil save that which brings sor-
row or pain to others.**^
The rest of the time Kearn spent in Cincinnati must have "been very uji-
happy, especially heceuse of his semi-ostracism. However, he had made some
fine friends who were loyal to him even when he had cast them off "because
of some imagined grievance or suspicion. It has always heen a source of
speculation why Hearn dropped his friends so suddenly with no apparent
reason. One theory is that he was always idealizing a friend and then he-
coming disillusioned, Hearn always had a strong obsession of persecution.
Some slight thing said by a friend would be enough to make him feel suspi-
cious of the friend and hence break connections with him. With the excep-
tion of Elizabeth Bisland and possibly of Henry Watkin, He&rn broke off
charming correspondence with his other friends for no apparent reason.
Bisland suggests that the violent parting of his mother and father may have
"been the basis for his distrust and sudden abandonment of close friends.
Mna Kennard tries to explain it by saying that there is a greater diffi-
culty of making up the rift with a friend for whom you care deeply than
with a person to whom you are indifferent. Another probable explanation ia
given by Professor Basil Hall Chamberlain who befriended Hearn more than
once in Japan:
"The rigid character of his philosophical opinions made him perforce
despise as intellectual weaklings all those who did not share them, or
shared them in a lukewarm manner, and his disillusionment with a series of
friends in whom he had once thou^t to find intellectual sympathy is seen
1. Ibid., p. 143.
i

to have been inevitable.
Hearn*s friends in Cincinnati, who humored and protected him, were: !
i
ICrehbiel, a well-known music critic, Farney the artist, Henry Watkin the
|j
II
the printer, Cockerill, Joseph Tunison, and Edward Henderson. Two of these
friends were ready to stop Hearn from committing suicide by jumping off a
"bridge into the Mami Canal in his discouragement from being dismissed from
the Enquirer . A portion of a letter Krehbiel writes to Tunison after
Hearn's death makes us wonder how serious his suicidal attempt was:
"I can't honestly say that I ever saw Hearn really miserable or pro-
foundly unhappy. Did you? Yet he often talked about suicide, as you know.
Ee would have liked to kill himself spectacularly if he could have written
2
the story for his newspaper."
D. Uew Orleans and Tropical Islands
But a great writer was not to be lost to the world by suicide. In
1877, Hearn, tired and discouraged, sick of Cincinnati climate, socially
isolated, and with the spirit of wanderlust moving him again, needed only
the description of an old Mississippi plantation overheard by chance to
start him off to New Orleans. The Commercial agreed to pay Hearn* s ex-
penses to New Orleans and commissioned him to write of the political condi-
tions there. He had to spend a week in Memphis, Tennessee, while waiting
for the steamboat for New Orleans. Very unfavorably impressed by the city,
the youjng adventurer wrote old "Dad" how he wept nights from loneliness.
It was in Memphis that he vented terrible rage upon a man who was brutally i
1. Kennard, op. cit,, p. 194.
2. Lewis, op. cit., p. 111.
r
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maltreating a little kitten. Heam always had great tenderness for the
weak and defenseless. There was a similar instance in Japan when he took
a little shivering kitten from toys who were trying to drown it and carried
it home under his overcoat.
Going to New Orleans must have seemed like going home to the lonesome,
pathetic little man who wrote hack letters glowing with enthusiasm to the
Commercial . He signed them "Ozias Midwinter," from the name of a character
in Wilkie Collins* Armadale . Lafcadio chose this pseudonym "because of the
resemhlance in this character to himself, which a person es introspective
and self-analytical as Hearn was could not fail to observe. Ozias Mid-
winter, like Hearn, was small, foreign-looking, shy, more often repelled
than attracted people, and struggled through a life of many failures.^
But the Ozias Midwinter letters failed to mention politics; they were
filled with oddly-assorted hits of New Orleans history and legend, beauti-
ful descriptions of quaint old houses, tropical gardens, the French market,
and the levee. Here his Cincinnati interests were renewed: old grave-
yards, "beautiful women Creole, French, Spanish, quadroons, octoroons
i
all in varying hues of the dark skin that he always admired, Hearn* s love
of color and his sensitiveness to odors were played upon "by the French mar-
ket and the luxuriant gardens in New Orleans. The soft, musical Creole
patois fascinated the yoxxng romanticist and became the subject of an Ozias
Midwinter letter and subsequent scholarly discussions of the Louisiana and
Antilles Creole dialects.
Since the unfeeling public seemed to be more interested in the condi-
tion of New Orleans politics than in the. charms of a quaint old city, the
X* Bronner, op. cit., pp. 156-158.
r
Commercial held up publication of Hearn's letters and also his commission.
Then followed six months of discouragement, "bitterness, and hare existence
in a city ridden with yellow fever. He himself had the den^e which weak-
ened him and seemed to impair the sight of his good eye. At this time
Hearn discarded the heavy pair of spectacles he had heen wearing and never
wore glasses again, using a magnifying" glass for reading and carrying a
small telescope for distance.
Sick and discouraged, even desperate, he often contemplated suicide.
But he changed his mind when he was ahle, by the help of Major V/illiam
Eohinson, to secure a position as assistant-editor on a small New Orleans
paper called the Item . In this paper, the suppressed genius of Hearn erup-
ted and gave forth many labored translations of French writers, samples of
his wide reading in Oriental literature, and editorials on unsanitary
health conditions and corrupt politics in New Orleans. Here also was a
chance for Hearn to use his artistic talent, for he illustrated many of his
own articles in the Item . Hearn* s own experiences with poverty, sickness,
and social disapproval having made him particularly sympathetic with the
under dog, he wrote many editorials on the social evils of the period.
In the early part of 1878, Hearn became involved in a business scheme
which his impracticality destined to failure. With a questionable "pard"
he had met when he was down and out, Hesm opened up a cheap restaurant
called **The Hard Times." Very soon the unscrupulous partner absconded with
all the cash and the cook, leaving Hearn to bear all the debts. However,
as most experiences have some value, so did this, for "the memory of the
•Hard Times' stood like a guardian angel between Hearn and the attempted
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accomplishment of anj' more of his fantastically impractical ideas.
Lafcadio*s interest in the odd and the Oriental led him to start a col-
lection of hooks that was like no other for peculiarity. Each volume was
rare and unusual, most of them volumes of unexplored Oriental literatures.
He was always very proud of this library, which represented two thousand of
his hard earned dollars.
In his ceaseless search in New Orleans for legends and superstitions,
Lafcadio was always on the look-out for oddities in music that he could
send to his friend Krehhiel in Cincinnati. I.tuch information ahout Indian
music and songs was given to him "by an old French priest, Pere Bouquette,
with whom Hearn struck up an intimate friendship through their common hond
of a love of Latin literature.
Another New Orleans friend who inspired Hearn e great deal in their
conversations together was the young Dr. Eudolpho Itetas to whom Hearn dedi-
cated Chita, Later in characterizing Hearn Dr. lliatas said:
• • .he would titter ly denounce his enemies or fancied
enemies—'for he had an obsession of persecution——in language
that was frightful to listen to—-inventing unheard-of tortures
for those whom he deemed plotters against him. Yet in reality
he was as gentle and as tender-hearted as a woman and as
passionately^ affectionate. But there was an almost feminine
jealousy in his nature, too, and a sensitiveness that was ex-
aggerated to a degree that caused him untold suffering ....
Hearn fled from social attentions as from the plague. He was
"by nature suspicious and he loathed flattery and pretense."!
i
Another New Orleans acquaintance. Lieutenant Oscar Crosby, introduced
Hearn to Herbert Spencer's First Principles, which from then on exercised
considerable influence upon him. He says of this influence in a letter,
opinions by the study of Herbert Spencer. He has completely
!• Hearn, L., Fantastics and Other Fancies, edited by C.W. Hutson,
Introduction, p. 18 ff.

converted me away from all 'isms, or sympathies with 'isms: at the
same time he has filled one with the vague "but omnipotent consol-
ation of the Great Douht. I can no longer give adhesion to the
belief in human automatism, and that positive skepticism that
imposes itself upon an undisciplined mind has been eternally dii-
sipated in my case."!
A Platonic friendship developed between Hearn and a yoting French girl
who wanted his advice on her writing. The friendship ended in a quarrel,
and it may have been this experience that caused Hearn to say later that
he would never marry an intellectual woman.
In 1880 Hearn began to write a weekly column for the Democrat called
^'Foreign Facts and Fancies" (later changed to "The Foreign Press") in ad-
dition to his work on the I tem. Thus when the Democrat consolidated with
]
the Times , December 4, 1881, Hearn was on its staff as literary editor and
translator. Page Baker, the editor-in-chief of the Times-Democrat
,
proved
to be one of Hearn*s best friends at this time. He realized all the tem-
perraental writer *s peculiarities and was very careful to maintain Hearn's
peace of mind. Knowing Hearn*s implacable rage if even a comma in his
writing was omitted when published. Baker gave orders that any typesetter
who made even the slightest change in Heam*s punctuation would be instant-i|
ly dismissed. Hearn's writing on the Times -Democrat as on the Item revealed^
his natural interests. His translations from ancient folklore he later
gathered together and published in 1884 under the title of Stray Leaves
from Strange Literature .
Some time in 1881, Hearn discovered Mrs. Courtney's boarding-house as
a place for good food, which he loved and had had little of in his life.
Thus began his strong friendship with Mrs. Courtney, a large, generous
Irishwoman who mothered the shy little newspaper man and catered to his
1. Bisland, E., op. oit., vol. 1, p. 364 f.
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peculiarities to the extent of fixijng up a private dining-room for him, as
Hearn had a pronounced aversion to being seen when eating. No matter how
many flies "buzzed around him while he was eating in the unscreened dining-
room, he would not kill any, only brush them a?;ay gently and lift the antp
out of the sugar bowl, A mouse that lived in his "dining-room" he tamed,
and made a pet out of an old turtle that lived under the doorstep of the
house, with the great tenderness which characterized his family life in
Japan.
An odd friendship in the Courtney household developed between Hearn
and Mrs. Courtney's coarse, three-hundred poujid nephew, Denny Corcoran.
Hearn was attracted to Denny not only because of Denny's strength and physi-f
cal size, but also because Denny had been to the West Indies and had tales
to tell. Many a night Hearn wandered with Denny in questionable districts
in New Orleans, even into opium dens, seeking unusual experiences.
Hearn took trips to other parts of Louisiana, the most interesting
being an expedition in 1883 sponsored by the Times-Democrat to an unex-
plored region of the ll^laj village, St. Malo, a short way down the river
from New Orleans. In the surnner of 1884 he went to the little island of
Grand Isle where he heard the tale that was to form the plot of Chita .
Life on the island was very much to his taste, swimming, lazy dreaming,
tropical weather, and a dusky island woman who held a great fascination for
him. However he managed to avoid an entanglement and returned to work at
the end of the summer. His next holiday came in the spring of 1885 when he
and a friend, Charlie Johnson, made a short trip to Florida, after which
Hearn suffered much from swamp fever, wbile lUcs* Courtney did her best to
nurse him back to health. To help gain back his strength he spent another
wonderful vacation of tropical laziness and inertia at Grand Isle.

Changes in the Times-Democrat and the old spirit of wanderlust caused
Hearn in June, 1887 to leave New Orleans forever to go to New York where
his horror of crowds and the confusion of the "busy city caused him to long
for the tropics again. Krehhiel, who was living in New York at this time,
helped him to arrange a trip to the V/est Indies for Harper * s , whose editor,
Alden, had just accepted Chita . At last Hearn was going to the West Indies
about which he had heard so much in New Orleans, His first trip was short,
lasting only from July to September, when he returned to New York. As usu-
al, finding New York more than he could hear he returned to St. Pierre,
Ivtortinique in Ootoher. Here he slipped hack into the lazy tropical atmos-
phere that he had always loved so well. The idealism with which he viewed
the tropics was somewhat shattered "by the reality of fever and ever-in-
creasing financial troubles, which caused him to go north again in 1889.
From 1887 throu^ 1889 Hearn had a curious friendship with Dr. Gould,
a Philadelphia oculist, "begun "by a letter written to Hearn "by Dr. Gould in
praise of Hearn* s translations. A correspondence sprang up which ended hy
Hearn' s visit at Dr. Gould's home in Philadelphia from llay to October of
1889. Here, to use Jean Temple's expressive words, "Hearn was caught like
a guinea pig in a laboratory.""^ Dr. Gould evidently privately surveyed
Hearn as a strange creature to study scientifically and psycho-analyze. He
advanced some interesting theories concerning Hearn 's personality as influ-
enced by his myopia, which seem to be on the whole reasonable. Without
doubt Hearn' s natural self-consciousness was magnified by his obsession
that his eye was hideous to look at and made him repulsive to women. His
stealthy walk and shrinking manner were also traceable to his myopia. But
Dr. Gould's efforts to change what he considered Hearn 's weak, immoral
1. Temple, J., op. cit., p. 108.

icharacter produced later in Hearn an unconscious fear and hatred of Dr.
;
i
1
Gould. However, Gould exercised enotigh influence over Hearn for him to
write Karma , whose theme is a moral conflict ending with virtue victorious,
Hearn could not long stay under such repressive dominance; he returned to
New York in Octoher, 1889, where he stayed tmtil he departed for Japan in
Iferch, 1890, commissioned by Harper's to write articles on Japan in the raan-j
ner of the West Indian sketches,
E, Japan Home and Peace
Hearn was not long in Japan before he abruptly severed connections
with Harper's because of a misunderstanding and injustices that Hearn fan-
cied were being done to him by Harper's * With characteristic improvidence-
he refused to accept the royalties from books he had already in print. Thus
Hearn cut himself loose from the Western World except for intermittent cor-
respondence with a few favored friends in America. Here he was in a strangef
country with no prospects of a means of support. Fortxmately through a '
letter of introduction he came to know a young officer of the American
Navy, Paymaster Mitchell McDonald. From that time forth Paymaster McDonald
became as staunch a friend of Hearn' s as any he ever had. By the interest
and influence of Basil Hall Chamberlain, Hearn received an appointment to
the Ordinary Mddle School at Lfetsue, in the province of Izumo, to which he
went in August, 1890, Here he got his first impressions of real old feudal
Japan. He came to love Matsue and felt really at home there. He was liked
a great deal by his students, and many of them would visit him afternoons.
The teachers were also very cordial to him, especially the teacher in
charge of the English department Sentaro Nishida, who became a special
friend of Hearn' s. It was Sentaro Nishida who arranged Hearn 's marriage to

Setsu Koizximi, a young lady of twenty-two, of high samurai rank, whose
family fortimes were on the verge of non-existence. Almost immediately
Setsu "became lovingly attached to her eccentric husband. Later in order to
make certain the Japanese legality of their marriage and to insure their
children's future, Lafcadio determined to hecome a Japanese citizen, to do
which he took the name of his wife's family, Koizumi, and chose for a first
name, Yakumo, an old term for Iziano, meaning "Eight Clouds."
On first thought it may seem strange that a sensitive person like
Lafcadio Hearn could at the age of forty seemingly suddenly adapt himself
to Japanese life. Ind he did adapt himself completely, wore Japanese
clothes, ate with chopsticks, and observed quaint old family customs. But
all his work in America had "been preparation for his change in nationality.
His indefatigable study in Oriental folklore and philosophy even before he
came to Japan prepared his thinking for Far Eastern life. In his writing
on educational topics in the Item and the Times-Democrat he was tuaconscious-
ly preparing himself for his teachijrig. Thus mentally he was well prepared.
Physically he was ready to accept the peaceful haven that Japan offered;
Japan was like a peaceful harbor after a raging storm. His marriage was a
great stabilizer; his Bohemian days, his days of wandering and irresponsi-
bility were over. Hearn felt his family responsibility deeply and was ever
worried for fear he would die before he had earned enough to provide ade-
quately for his family. He seemed always after his first son's birth in
1893 to be racing against death, which he felt would not be long in coming
to him. Often while teaching his little son, Kazuo, Hearn would say,
"Learn quickly, please, time won't wait; papa's life will not wait."^
1. Koiziimi, Kazuo, Father and I, 1935, p. 132.

The ever-constant worry of providing for his family which increased to fow,
tiiree iDoys and a girl, not counting the relatives who hsid to "be provided
for, kept Hearn working hard and more constantly than ever before. He felt
time to be so precious that he allowed only very special visitors to see
him and lived as much the life of a recltise and ascetic as it was possible
for him to do in his family circle.
But the happy days at I.Iatsue had to end. Hearn was so sensitive to
the cold that he was forced to seek a position in a warmer part of Japan.
Earlier, at Philadelphia he had written in a letter to Miss BislandJ
"All my life I have suffered with cold all kinds of cold psychical I
and physical; 1 hate coldilM 1 never can resign myself to live in itj"^
Thus Hearn was transferred to the great Government College at Kamamot0,
Here the beautiful illusions he had built up about Japan were somewhat
dimmed. Kumamoto was in the transition stage between the old and new Japan
and was not nearly so attractive to Hearn as quaint old Itatsue. After
three years at Kumamoto Hearn returned to journalism on the Kobe Chronicle .
A letter to Ellwood Hendriok in the spring of 1894 when he was beginning
to feel that there was corrupt politics in the Government Schools reveals
his rancor
{
"The problem of merely being able to live. Vtfhat a plague it is J And
the pain of life isn't hujoger, isn't want, isn't cold, isn't sickness,
isn't physical misery of any kind: it is simply moral pain caused by the
damnable meanness of those who try to injtire others for their own personal
benefit or interest. That is really all the pain and struggle of life."^
1. Bisland, E., op. cit., vol, 1, p. 448.
2. Ibid., vol. 2, p. 168.
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At this time his thought seemed to grow deeper and more serious. Grad-
I ually his youthful radicalism and skepticism were "bein^- tempered "by his
peaceful family life in Japan, where he was "beginning to achieve what he had'
long "been striving for a consistently perfect, clear, poetical prose. The'
tempering of his thou^'ht is revealed in a letter to Hendrick in 1896: '
"I am now heginning to think that really much of ecclesiastical educa-
tion ("bad and cruel as I used to imagine it) is founded upon the "best exper-
ience of man under civilization; and I understand lots of things I used to
think superstitious "bosh, and now think solid wisdom.
When the newspaper work proved to be too taxing on Hearn*s eyes, Pro-
fessor Cham"berlain again rescued him, securing for him a position of Profes-
sor of English in the Imperial University cf Tokyo, where he removed in
August, 1896. He disliked Tokyo which was too Westernized. Here he felt
himself more Japanese than the Japanese. In writing of Hearn and his work,
Tone Noguchi says that although Hearn hated Tokyo it did him a service; here
he gained confidence in himself and in his knowledge of and. feeling for
Z
Japan; he wrote eight "books after coming to Tokyo.
Summers Hearn spent at the seaside village, Yaidzu, where he spent
hours swiniming and teaching his hoys to swim. He showed infinite patience
toward his children, especially Kazuo whom his father always hoped to take
to England or America to "be educated. Hearn always feared Kazuo's face
might "be disfigured in some way and was always exhortirig his children to
take care of their eyes. Both Kazuo *s and. Mrs. Hearn* s reminiscences of
Lafcadio are filled with instances of his goodness, pity for the defense-
1. Bisland, E., op. cit., vol. 1, p. 310.
2. Noguchi, Tone, Lafcadio Hearn in Japan, 1910.
r
less, tenderness for all living things, and a love for his intimate family-
life. Since Hearn would never teach his little Japanese wife English, they
I
devised a sort of simplified Japanese which they called "Hearn language."
Time thiit was not taken up "by lecture preparations, actual writing, and
study, Hearn spent in exploring such places as cemeteries and old Buddhist
and Shinto temples.
At the Imperial University, Hearn continued his work of interpreting
the West to the East through his lectures on English literature. He did
not make any intimate friends among the professors there. Al'ter the death
of Sentaro Nishida, Hearn's only intimate Japanese friend, that he retained,
was Amenoraori Wohushige with whom he carried on a correspondence chiefly on
the suhject of Buddhism. Hearn would not mingle with any of his own coun-
trymen at Tokyo. In fact his only regular companion was ICitchell McDonald,
who remained loyal and helpful to the family even after Hearn's death.
In 1903 Hearn was forced out of the University on the pretext that as
a Japanese citizen he was not entitled to a foreign salary. The students
agitated for him, tut Hearn requested them to cease their efforts. He was
very hitter toward Japan at this time to think that he had tried so hard
there and was heing rewarded "by a forced resignation from the University.
Hearn wrote to his fri'end, Elizaheth Bisland Wetmore asking if she could
arrange something at an imerican University for him. She got Cornell Uni-
versity to engage Hearn for a series of lectures on Japan. He worked long
and diligently on these lectures, hut Cornell tinder some flimsy excuse
withdrew from the contract. However the lectures later went into Hearn's
greatest work, the culmination of all his thinking, the perfection of his
poetical prose—-Japan; An Attempt at Interpretation
.
Shortly after he
had completed this work, and only a short time hefore he died, he accepted
r
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the Professorship of English in the Waseda University.
On the night "before he died Hearn had a dream about taking a long
journey to a distant place. The next day, Septenher 26, 1904, he died
quietly after a heart attack, uttering his last words in Japanese, His fun-
eral was conducted according to Buddhist custom, although Hearn had never
"become a Buddhist, The Emperor of Japan conferred a posthumous honor upon
Yakumo Koizumi for his aid with his pen during the Eusso-Japanese War.
It was only a year later that people hecame enthusiastic over Japan
and "began to clamor for He2jrn*s hooks. Fame came too late for the seeker
of "beauty and perfection, hut fortunately not too late for his "beloved fam-
ily to reap the "benefits.
* 4c * * 4c * «
* * * * *
• * •
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P^T II

Chapter I
MIXED BLOOD
"There are subtleties of character, of sensation, of thought, of ex-
pression, peculiar to race—-subtleties, indeed, which seem to constitute
race-distinctions, and which are too real to he denied and too significant
to he ignored."^
Lafcadio Hearn understood these subtleties better than most men; he
had a deeper sympathy for other races, probably because of his own peculi-
ar racial blend. Sprinkled throughout his entire journalistic career in
ilraerica are many articles and editorials reflecting his instinctive inter-
est as well as the interest aroused by environment in many racial types.
That Cincinnati levee life interests Hearn is shown in his stories of
the haunts and ptistimes of the roustabouts -blacks and mlattoes from all
parts of the states, in his story of "Dolly An Idyl of the Levee" ( Com-
mercial
,
Aag, 27, 1876) he shows fine sympathy with the loyalty and devo-
tion of a mulatto girl to her not so loyal roustabout. Ir an article
2
called "Pariah People" Hearn describes negroes and mulattoes of many
shades with descriptions of beautiful mulatto girls which reveal his admir-
ation of this type. Another article, "Black Varieties"^ describes mulat-
toes sympathetically. In "A Kiss Fantastical," the fascination of a I.Texi-
1. Hearn, L,, "A Language Question," Times-Democrat
,
Maj 16, 1885, in Oc-
cidental Gleanings , edited by Mordell, vol. 2, p. 23,
2, Commercial
,
Aug. 22, 1875, Occidental Gleanings, vol. 1.
S, Commercial, April 9, 1876, Occidental Gleanirgs, vol. 1.
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can woman is enhanced "by her skin which "had the ochre tint of new copper."^
Besides his admiration for dark-skinned "beauty, his complete lack of
race prejudice, and his natural sympathy with a persecuted people, Hearn*i
alliance with Althea Foley, a young mulatto, may "be further explained "by
his obsession that the appearance of his eyes—one "blind and the other pro-
truding, made him repulsive to women of his own color. Eeflections of his
dutiful attitude toward Althea may he found in various editorials concern-
ing man* 8 duty toward women. In one such editorial Hearn gives two good
reasons for civil marriage:
First, there is the protection given "by the law to "both parties
contracting marriage, which is certainly a very important matter
for the woman. Secondly, there is the social law, created "by and
inspired "by the civil law, which offers even stronger safeguards
in some respects, and which is expressed in the commonplace phrase—
-
Pu"blic Opinion. That PuTDlic Opinion, that social law, is keenly
dou"ble-edged, repelling and destroying what is inimical, pro-
tecting what is in harmony with itself. There is no defying it,
any more than a caste law of India may "be defied "by those "belong-
ing to the caste. It makes itself everywhere invisi"bly felt; it
either aids or it destroys. One must either "bow to it, or "become
socially a pariah; and it is needless to dwell upon the material
disadvantages attached to the latter condition. No solitary mem-
her of the society can revolt against that society; he will he
unconsciously crushed as an insect under the foot of an elephant."*^
His description of "Pu"blic Opinion" expresses a little of what he must have
felt in Cincinnati when he "became a virtual outcast of society after his
marriage with Althea Foley. In this same period of his life Hearn "began anj
interest in French writers th-t influenced much of his Merican work. One
of his favorite romantic writers and his model for the poetic prose he
strove for in all his work, Baudelaire, married a dark-skinned woman and
wrote much a"bout the "beauty of an African woman. Baudelaire's experience
and that of Gftrard de Nerval, who bought an A"byssinian girl 'yellow as
!• Item, June 8, 1881, in Fantastics and Other Fancies, edited "by Hutson,
p. 155.
2. Times-Democrat, Nov. 21, 1882, Occidental Gleanings, vol. 2, p. 122,
•
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gold,' appealed to Hearn's romantic sense, Hearn later wrote sympathetic
articles on "both these romantics for the New Orleans Times-Democrat.
Creole stxidies in New Orleans reflect Beam's continued interest in inn
terpreting the social life of people of mixed "blood. Some of his Creole
studies were discussions of the Creole patois and Creole literature, appear-
ing in the New Orleans Times-Democrat
.
Two trips to the West Indies, 1887-1889, renewed for Hearn all his in-
terest in the sociological study of people of many racial types. This many-i
colored "population of the Arabian Nights" fascinated Hearn. ^ The literary
j
results of Hearn's sojourn in the French V^^est Indies were such magazine
,
articles as "A Study of Half-Breed-Bace in the West Indies" and "V;est Indian
i
Society of Many Colorings," the sociological "book. Two Years in the French
]
West Indies, and Youma, the story of a West Indian slave.
i
Two Years in the French West Indies is full of colorful descriptions
of such types as half-"breeds and a rare "blend of European, negro, and Indi-
an whose "skin has a perfect gold tone, an exquisite metallic yellow;"
whose "eyes are long, with silky lashes;" and whose "hair is a mass of
thick, rich, glossy curls that show blue lights in the sun." And then a
description of a V/est Indian bread-carrier:
".
. . .a finer type of the race would be difficult for a sculptor
to imagine. Six feet tall, strength and grace united throughout her
whole figure from neck to heel; with that clear black skin which is 'beauti-'
ful to any but ignorant or prejudiced eyes;"
Hearn's description of the V/est Indian slaves' revolt in 1848 In Youma
1. Hearn, Two Years in the French "il/est Indies
, p. 38.
2, Ibid, p. 46.
2. Ibid, p. 113,
fr
j
and the story of the loyalty and heroism of Youma, the young slave nurse
show his penetrating* insight into the characters and actions of negro and
half-hreed types.
In his search for the "Odd, the Queer, the Strange, the Exotic, the
Monstrous," Hearn delved into much Oriental folklore. During the years 1883
1884, and 1885, he was ahsorhed in Arabic themes particularly. To him at
this time there was no Oriental literature with as natural a charm as that
of the Arahs; "in it is preserved every link in the history of the wonder-
ful evolution of the aesthetic sense. ""'' During these years choice tits of
Arahian folklore, "Arabesques," are sprinkled through his newspaper arti-
cles. Adding to his store of legendary literature legends and fables of
Norwegian, Esquimaux, Indian, Moslem, and Hebrew origin, he gathered them
together irx a little volume called Stray Leaves from Strange Literatur e,
1893. In the prefacing explanatory note he says that these legends "are
simply reconstructions of what impressed me as most fantastically beautiful i
in the most exotic literature which I was able to obtain."^
Because of his Greek mother, Hearn felt even closer to the Hellenic
Greece of antiquity to which he was naturally close because of his passion
for beauty. This love for beauty, especially the beauty of ancient Greece,
was early stimulated by his discovery in childhood of the book of Greek
mythology. The beauty of the illustrations and the fact that it was a for-
bidden book combined to make him forever a worshipper at the altar of an-
cient Greek beauty. With such a worship of Greece, he found it hard to re-
concile the modern Greece with the ancient. Disappointment is expressed in
1. Hearn, Leaves from the Diary of an Impressionist, p. i4E.
2. Stray Leaves" from Strange Literature, p. 7.
i
his description of the Greeks in New Orleans:
Sometimes you can discern a something National aljout a Greek
steamboatman—-a something characteristic which distin^ishes
him from the equally swarthy Italian, Spaniard, *Dago. * But
that something is not of antiquity; it is not inspirational. It
is Byzantine j iind one is apt to dislike it. It reminds me of
Taine's merciless criticism of the faces of Byzantine art. But
I have seen a few rare Hellenic types here, and among these some
some "beautiful Romaic girls, ^maidens with ^&ces to remind you
of the gracious vase-paintings of antiquity, X
In describing an old fountain in New Orleans Hearn reveals his love of anti-
quity:
Above Hebe stands ever youthful in bronze, pouring nectar into
her shapely cup; swan-birds curve stony necks at her feet, and about
the lower basin four sinewy Tritons, whose nervous thighs end grace-
fully in dolphin-tails, blow mightily through marble horns. It is
delightfiil to meet these fragmentary dreams of anti ue art,—
these fancies of that older world which is yet ever young with the
youth of immortality,—-thus hidden like treasures in the city's
bosom. 2
In a "fantastic" called "Kis Heart is Old" he tells of the countless visions
that hatmted him inspired by a beautiful and quaint voliune of archaelogical
learning. Truly he said of himself in this sketch, "His heart is oldj"^
Of these "fantastics," little word poems with the mingled themes of love
and death, which Hearn interspersed in his newspaper writing between 1879
and 1884, Hearn wrote to Krehbiel that there is "no purpose in them beyond
the gratification of expressing a Thought which cries out within one's
heart for utterance, and the pleasant fancy that a few kindred minds will
dream over theip, as upon pellets of green hascheesch.*'^
With his own background of strange racial mixture, his keen interest
in sociology, and his feeling for the "soul" of a people, Hearn found it
1. "The South," New Orleans, Nov. 29, 1877, Occidental Gleanings , vol . 1 , p » 192»
2. "New Orleans in Wet Weather
,
"Occidental Gleanings , vol » 1, p. £14.
3t Times-Democrat , Itey 7, 1882, Fantastics and Other Fancies , p. 200,
4, Bisland, op, cit,, vol. 1, p. 226.
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comparatively easy to adapt himself to Japanese life. He adapted himself
to the extent of taking a Japanese wife, wearing Japanese clothes, and main-
taining old Japanese customs in his Japanese home. To him, completely free
from race prejudice, in fact rather defiant in his attitude toward social
barriers of race, it was not strange that he should so completely assimilate
Japanese life. ^jVhen he had teen in Japan only a year he wrote:
To sit as the Japanese do requires practice; and some Europeans
can never acquire the hahit .... But onee the habit of thus sit-
ting has "been formed, one finds it the most natural and easy of
positions, and assumes it by preference for eating, reading, smok-
ing, or chatting .... After having become habituated to Japanese
habits for more than a year, I must confess that I find it now some-
what irksome to use a chair.
1
Hearn*s Japanese work shows an even more sympathetic understanding of
the soul of another race then does his American work. However, his studies
of negroes on the levees in Cincinnati and New Orleans, of mixtures ranging
from pure black to the light tint of the octoroon, and Creoles in New Or-
leans and the West Indies, and his constant study of Oriental customs, reli-
gion and folklore while in America, all combined to prepare him for the
deeper understanding and interpretation of his adopted country, Japan.
1» Hearn , Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan, vol» 2, p. 462.
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Chapter II
mEMS AKD GHOSTS
Sensitive and highly imaginative, Hearn found his child-world peopled
with ghosts—-ghosts in dreams and nightmares at night and even apparitions
in the daytime. His childish fear of the dark and the terror of nightmares
made such a lasting impression on his mind that all his literary work, the
work of thirty years, shows the effects of it not only in occasional auto-
"biographical fragments "but also in the dreamy, ghostly xindertone in most of
his work. The impression made on Hearn in his childhood of these dreams car
best "be told in his own words in the following' autolaiographical "bits
throughout his writing:
When about five years old I was condemned to sleep "by myself in
a certain isolated room, thereafter always called the Child •s Room . •
The room was narrow, hut very high, and, in spite of one tall win-
dow, very gloomy. It contained a fire-place wherein no fire was
ever kindled; and the Child suspected that the chimney was hatmted.
A law was made that no light. should "be left in the Child's Room
at night,—simply "because the Child was afraid of the dark. His
fear of the dark was judged to "be a mental disorder requiring se-
vere treatment. But the treatment aggravated the disorder.
So far "back as memory extended, I had suffered from ugly dreams
j
and when aroused from them I could always see the forms dreamed of,
lurking in the shadows of the room .... And they were always the
same figures .... Sometimes, without any preface of dreams, I
used to see them at twilight-time. following me about from room
to room, or reaching long dim hands after me, from story to story,
up through the inter-spaces of the deep stairways.
They were not like any people that I had ever known. They were
shadowy dark-rohed figures, capable of atrocious self-distortion,—
-
capable, for instance, of growing up to the ceiling, and then a-
cross it, and then lengthening themselves, head-downwards, along
the opposite wall. Only their faces were distinct; and I tried not
to look at their faces.
The dreams always began with a suspicion, or sensation of some-
r
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thing heavy in the air, slowly quenching will, slowly ziumhing
my power to move.
Whence the fancy of those shapes? I do not know. Possibly from
some impression of fear in earliest infancy; possihly from some ex-
perience of fear in other lives than mine.l
But the shape that I had dreamed about used to vex my sleep in
childhood, a phantom created for me by the impression of a cer-
tain horrible Celtic story which ought not to have been told to
any child blessed, or cursed, with an imagination.
2
And when he was interested in exposing: mediums and spiritualists:
The reporter had once been a Spiritualist when he was very young.
That is—he used to believe in ghosts. He can yet remember a great,
gloomy house where his youthful days were spent, whose walls were
htmg with dim looking portraits of deceased ancestors, dressed in
quaint fashions long since dead, as those who wore them, and where
the rooms were filled with massive old-fashioned furniture orna-
mented with grotesque carving. Ke used to think that house was
peopled with goblins. Hideous faces seemed to peep at him from be-
hind the window curtains, and nightmare shapes to crouch in all
the dark corners, and ghostly footfalls to echo upon the stairs and
shadowy hands to clutch at him when he went up to bed of dark even-
ings. He remembers uofi awfully afraid he used to be in the dark
and how he would put his head under the bedclothes, and howl in an
agony of fear. But he remembers how somebody who heard him yell-
ing one night came into the room with a candle in one hand, and a
strap in the other, and how well, how a very unpleasant combina-
tion of circumstances compelled him to change his opinions con-
cerning ghosts and ghostness and from that eventful night he
ceased to hold heterodox sentiments upon the subject of ghostology.^
Material reason for fear of ghost:
Long before I had arrived at what catechisms call the age of
reason, I was frequently taken, much against my will, to church.
The church was very old; and I can see the interior of it at this
moment just as plainly as I saw it forty years ago, when it appeared
to me like an evil dream. There I first learned to know the peculi-
ar horror that certain forms of Gothic architecture can inspire . . «
I am using the word *horror' in a classic sense, in its antique
meaning of ghostly fear.^
This personal experience with fear is reflected in a speculative essay
5
on the "Physiology of Fear." And in "Nightmare and Nightmare Legends" he
1, Shadowings, p. 238-244.
2, Exotics and Retrospectives, p. 287.
3, "Unwilling Spirits," Jan^ 18, 1874, An American Miscellany, vol. l,p.xxi
4* Shadowings, p. 213.
5. Item, Aug. 28, 1878, Occidental Gleanings, vol, 2.
i
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says:
Of all sufferings which man is liable to, none la so excru-
ciating as the mental torture of fear; nor is there any horror
to "be compared with the horror of nightmare.
But persons with sensitive imaginations, cultivated hy a pe-
oiiliar kind of fantastic literature, are liable to dreams of such
abnormal and ghostly terrors as may actually kill.l
When Hearn was striving for a poetical prose in an impressionistic
style, he made this impressionistic analysis of fear:
I knew a sense of fear, inexplicable, perpetual; fear of
shadows and of shapes,—-fear of li^ts and darkness unexplored
fear of sounds,—-fear of vibrations. And forever prevailed with
me an overpowering impulse to creep, to wriggle, to run, not away
from something feared, but as in search of something,—-something
I desired without knowing the nature of, something to be found in
darkness alone, something to be reached only after silent wander-
ings among perils unutterable .... And I thought to myself with
the thought of a man: *These are instincts,-—these are the dim
sensations, the blind volitions, developed by the experiences of
many myriad million years, the inherited terrors and desires
of larval generations unreckonable
J
Then, as vapor mingles invisibly with air, something invisible
seemed to mingle with that silence, and to thicken it. I knew its
presence of old, in time of sick dreams;—-I said to myself: "This
IS Feari»2
From these early experiences with dreams and nightmares, Hearn became
analytical of other dreams he had in his life. He seemed to believe in the
symbolical significanee of dreams. A short time before he embarked for
J^an, and before he had any idea of goir^g to Japan, he had a dream about
all his friends packirig their bags and leavir^ him alone. The interpreta-
tion was the reverse: he was going alone to a strange land where he had no
friends, no acquaintances. Again, the night before the day he died Hearn
dreamed that he was goirig away on a journey to a distant land from which
there was no return. In "Headings from a Dream-Book" he tells of another
1. Item, Aug. 4, 1878, An American Mscellany , vol. 2, pp. 25 and 27,
2. "Three Dreams," Times-Democrat
,
April 11, 1865, An American lliscellany
,
vol. 2, p. 67 and 70.
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dream which he had, prohahly the result of too much readiKg:
Often, in the blind dead of the night, I find myself reading
a "book, e hig broad book, a dret-m-book.
I do not know the name of the book, nor the name of its author:
I have not been alle to see the title-page; and there is no running
title. As for the back of the voltime, it remains,—like the back
of the Moon,—invisible forever, 1
Then in "Levitation" he describes his dreams about flying:
I am quite well aware that this is a dream. I remember having
dreamed the same dream before. But the discovery of this power is
not a dream: it is a revelation ! Now that I have learned how to
fly, I can no more forget it than a swimmer can forget how to swim.
For mvriads of years humanity has thus been flying by night.
How did the fancied motion, having so little in common with any
experience of active life, become a universal experience of the life
of sleep?
• ••*.•
i-^ain, there are dreams in which the dreamer has no physical
beine-. I have thus found mj'self without anjr body,-—a viev.-less and
voiceless phantom, hovering upon a motmtain-road in twilight time,
and trying to frighten lonely folk by making small moaning noises. .
Could the feeling of dream-flight be partly interpreted by organic
memory of conditions of life more ancient than man, life weighty,
and winged, and flying hecivily, a little above the ground?
Certainly the Cosmic Life in each of us has been all things in
all forms of space and time. Perhaps you would like to believe that
it may bestir, in sliwnber, some vague sense^emory of things more
ancient than the sun,—-m.em.ory of vanished planets with fainter
powers of gravitation, where the normal modes of voluntary motion
would have been like the realization of our flying dreams.
2
And this description of another dream:
Nine hundred and ninety-nine of a thousand dreams are indeed
hopelessly evaporative. But certain rare dreams, which come when
fancy has been strangely impressed by unfamiliar experiences,—
-
dreams particularly apt to occur in time of travel, remain in
recollection, imaged with all the vividness of real events.
Of such was the dream I dreamed at Hamaraura, after having seen
and heard those things previously written. (It was the dre&m of
a woman)
And as she sang, she loosed with one hand her long black hair,
till it fell coiling upon the stones. And, having fallen, it was
no longer black, but blue, pale day-blue, and was movir^g sinu-
ously, crawling with swift blue ripplings to and fro. And then,
1. Shadowings
, pp. 227-2SE.
2, Ibid., p. 249.

Isuddenly, I "became aware that the ripplings were far, very far
away, and that the woman was gone. There was only the sea, "blue-
billowing to the verge of heaven, with long slow flashings of
soundless surf.l
And another dream:
I was standing in some great white-walled room, where lamps
were burniiig; but I cast no shadow on the naked floor of that
room, and there, upon an iron bed, I saw my own dead body.
2
Dreams found a place in Hearn*8 comparisons and descriptions where
dreams would not ordinarily faave a place. In describing the Dance of the
Festival of the Dead he says:
Unto what, I ask myself, may this be likened? Unto nothing;
yet it siiggests some fancy of somnambulism,—dreamers, who dream
themselves flying, dreaming upon their feet.
3
In describir^g the Cave of the Children's Ghosts he says:
Some time, somewhere, this day will come back to me at night,
with its visions and sounds; the dusky cavern, and its gray hosts
of stone climbing back into darkness, and the faint prints of
little naked feet, and the weirdly smiling images, and the broken
syllables of the waters, inward-borne, multiplied by husky echo-
ings, blending into one vast ghostly whispering, like the humming
of the Sai-no-Kawara.4
The smile of Japanese peasants when they look at him, a foreigner, impress
Hearn thus:
And all smile, but say nothirg, even to each other; somehow the
experience gives me the sensation of being asleep; it is so soft,
so gentle, and so queer withal, just like things seen in dreams.^
The effect of moonlight;
The moon is up! 0 death-white dead worldl—-couldst thou too
feel, how gladly wouldst thou cease thy corpselike circlings in
the flight of Immensity.and follow me to that darker immensity where
even dreams are dead J
!• "By the Japanese Sea,*' Grlimpses of Unfamiliar Japan , vol. 2, p. 524.
2. 'The Eater of Dreams," Kotto
, p. 249.
3. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan , vol. 1, p. 1S4.
4. Ibid., p. 224.
5. Ibid,, p. 228.
6. "The Undying One," gantastics and Other Fancies, p. 91.
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Dreams play a large part in the plot structure of such stories as
Chita and Youma. In Chita
, the fisherman's wife has a dream ahout holding
again her little girl who had died, and talking to her. The wife's dream
foreshadows the finding of a little girl in the wreckage from Last Island
"by her husband. The humble pair adopt the little waif whom they name after
their dead child, Conchita. The description of Chita's nightmares is re-
mindful of Hearn's childhood dreams.
In Youma
,
the nightmare of blood and death that Youma has foreshadows
the coming revolt of 1848 which was marked by so much blood and terror. The
description of Youma 's nightmare is of a terrifying vividness that could be
achieved only by a man such as Hearn who had been terrified so often by
nightmares that he could record their terrors with gripping reality.
Especially in his Japanese books does Hearn show the influence of
dreams and ghosts upon him. Added to his childish experience and his natu-
ral predilection for dreams and ghosts is the fact that the customs and
traditions of the Japanese people seem to have found origin and been perpe-
tuated by many superstitious beliefs about the influence of the dead upon
the living. Feeling and understanding this prevalence of dreams and ghosts
in Japanese legend and belief, Hearn appropriately named one of his collec-
tions of Japanese legends and customs, In Ghostly Japan .
An old Japanese garden impresses Hearn with its dreamy quality:
'TJven in the summer light—touching the gray strange shapes
of stone, thrilling through the foliage of the long-loved trees-
there is tre tenderness of a phantom caress. These are the gar-
dens of the past. The future will knew them only as dreams,
creations of a forgotten art, whose charm no g^ius may reproduce."^
1. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan, vol. 2, p. 583.
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The women mourners in a funeral procession have a ghostly appearance:
They are all white-hooded and white-robed from head to feet,
like phantoms. Nothing more ghostly than this sheeted train of
an Izumo funeral procession, illuminated only hy the glov; of paper
lanterns, can he imagined. It is a weirdness that, once seen, will
often return in dreams. ^
Dreams enter into a description of a scene from a "bridge:
Two hundred yards from the hridge on which I stood, the house
fronts began to turn blue; farther on, they were transparently
vapory; and yet farther, they seemed to melt away suddenly into
th* light,—a procession of dreams. 2
And on a trip up the mo\intain, Puji-no-Yama:
Bocks dislodged by my feet roll down soundlessly;~~I am afraid
to look after them. Their noiseless vanishing gives me a sensation
like the sensation of falling in dreams. 3
Hearn*s favorite word, or the word th;: t he used most, is "ghost" and
its variations, "ghostly" and "ghostlinesa." In a university lecture in
Japan on the value of the supernatural in fiction, Hearn analyzes the word
"ghostly" and impersonally gives us his own method and reasons for using
the ideas of dreams and ^osts in his workt
There is something ghostly in all great art, whether of lltera-
ttire, music, sculpture, or architecture.
But now let me speak to you about this word 'ghostly'; it is a
much bigger word, perhaps, than sor>e of you imagine. The old English
had no other word for 'spiritual* or ' supernalraral '—which two
terms you know, are not English but Latin. Everything that reli-
gion to-day calls divine, holy, miraculous, was sufficiently ex-
plained for the old Anglo-Saxons by the terra ghostly. They spoke
of a man's ghost, instead of speaking of his spirit or soul; and
everything relating to religious knowledge they called ghostly.
In the modern formula of the Catholic confession which has re-
mained almost unchanged for nearly two thousand years, you will
find that the priest is always called a 'ghostly' father which
means that his business is to take care of the ghosts or souls of
men as a father does. In addressing the priest, the penitent
really calls him 'Father of my ghost.' You will see, therefore,
that a very large meaning really attaches to the adjective. It
means everything relating to the supernatural. It means to the
Christian even TrOd himself, for the Wver of Life is always called
in English the Holy Ghost.
Besides the artistic elements of terror and of romance, dreams
rr
certainly furnish us with the most penetrating and beautiful
qualities of ghostly tenderness that literature contains.
Trust to your own dream-life; stud;- it carefully, and draw
your inspiration from that* For dreams are the primfsry source
of almost everything that is "beautifal in the literature which
treats of what lies teyond mere daily experience, 1
In theorizing aljout ghosts, Hearn says:
Whoever pretends not to Relieve in ghosts of any sort, lies
to his ov.'n heart. Every man is haujited ty ghosts. ^
What is the fear of ghosts among those who "believe in ghosts?
All fear is the result of experience,—experience of the in-
dividual or of the race, experience either of the present life
or of lives forgotten. Even the fear of the unknown can have no
other origin. And the fear of ghosts must he a product of past
pain."
Prohahly the fear of ghosts, as well as the "belief in them,
had its "beginning in dreams. It is a peculiar fear. No other
fear is so intense; yet none is so vague. Feelings thus volu-
minous and dim are super-individiaal mostly,—feelings inherited,—
feelings made within us "by the experience of the dead.
Now I venture to state holdly that the common fear of ghosts
is the fear of "being touched by ghosts,-—>or, in other words, that
the imagined Supernatural is dreaded mainly "because of its ima-
gined power to touch. • • .
And who can ever have had the sensation of "being touched "by
ghosts? The answer is simple;—Every"body who has "been seized
by phantoms in a dream .
Elements "of 'primeval fears—~fears older than humanity
doubtless enter into the child-terror of darkness. But the more
definite fear of ghosts may very possibly be composed with in-
herited results of dream-pain,-—ancestral experience of night-
mare. And the intuitive terror of supernatural touch can thus
be evolutional ly explained. 3
Ghosts break up, I suppose, into soul-dust at the touch of
death,—-tho\igh their atoms, doubtless, thereafter recombine
with other dust for the making of other ghosts, . . , Still,
I cannot convince myself that even the grosser substance of
vanished being ever completely dies, however dissolved or
scattered, fleeting in the gale,—floating iri the mists,
shudderin;^, in the leaf,—-flickering in the IL^ht of waters,—
-
or tossed on some desolate coast in a thunder of suri", to yshir^
ten and writhe in the clatter of shingle 4
1, Complete Lectures on Art, Literature? and Philosophy
, pp. 115-127.
2, Exotics and Eetrospectives
,
p. 295.
3, Shadowings
,
p. 237.
4, A Japanese Misc^ellany, p, 265.
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Added to his natural taste for the supernatural was the influence on
Hearn of two master writers of the supernatural ^Edgar Allan Poe and
Bulwer-Lytton. Under the influence of Lytton*s The Haunted and the Haun-
ters, the young aspiring* Hearn wrote a ghost story called *'The Cedar
Closet" which appeared in the Cincinnati Enquirer in Iferch, 1874. The in-
fluence of Poe's style on Hearn is revealed in this early attempt. From
Poe also Hearn seems to have gotten some of his peculiar ideas atiout punc-
tuation, particularly the use of the "dash»"
A landscape in Saint Male reminds Hearn of Poe:
We reached Saint Llalo upon a leaden-colored day, and the
scenery in its gray ghastliness recalled to us the weird land-
scape painted with words by Edgar Poe—-Silence: a Fragment.
1
In various newspaper articles in Cincinnati, Hearn writes of the super-
stitions of t^e negroes concerning ghosts, true ghost stories, reports on
spiritualism and discussions of such weird practices as Voudooism.
The influence of ghosts on Hearn as is that of dreams is revealed in
his descriptions:
Today is one of those warm, hushed days when it is possible
to think of things as they are,—-when ocean, peak, and plain
seem no more real than the arching of blue emptiness above
them. . . • I have the double sensation of being myself a gjiost
and of being haiinted,—hauntec by the arodigious luminous Spectre
of the World.
2
People crowding about him:
But that perpetual silent crowding about me became at last
more than embarrassing. It was iraiocent, but it was weird. It
made me feel like a ghost,—a new arrival in the Meido, sur-
rounded by shapes without voice. ^
But the far rnoxmtains immediately before us—-immovable, un-
1. Saint Ifelo," Harper's V/eekly, March 3, 1883, An American Mscellany,
vol. 2, p. 92,
2. Gleanings in Buddha-Fie Ids, p. 87.
3. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan, vol. 2, p. 618.
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changing—-always remain ghosts.^
Along with an interest in dreams, ghosts, and ghost stories, went the
fasciiiation of cemeteries, especially old cemeteries, not only because of
their ghostly atmosphere, "but also iDecause of philosophical thoughts about
death which they inspired.
Of the meaning to he read in epitaphs:
Pead these princely epitaphs, 0 republican reader, end ponder
upon the fate of kingly dynasties and the all-leveling pitiless-
ness of that Grim Democrat, Death:—
2
The epitaph, therefore, if it is believed to lie specifically,
is generally an unimpeachable truth-teller.
3
• «..•.•
*Come with me,* he said, *that you may see the contrast be-
tween poverty and riches, between the great and the humble, even
among the ranks of the dead;—for verily it hath been said that
there are sermons in stones.* 4
Of a cemetery in New Orleans:
This cemetery is one of the most ciirious, and, at the same
time, one of the most dilapidated in the world. I have seen
old graveyards in the North of England, and tombs in Wales,
where names of the dead of three hundred years ago may yet be
read upon the mossy stones; but I have never seen so grim a
necropolis as the ruined Creole cemetery at New Orleans. 5
La Cimetiere du Mouillage in St. Pierre, lillartinique, inspires these
words:
Death seems so luminous here that one thinks of it uncon-
sciously as a soft rising from this soft green earth, like
a vapor invisible,—-to melt into the prodigious day. 6
Poetical prose inspired by cemeteries:
Noiselessly she passed through the ranges of the graves;
and I saw the mounds flame when her feet touched them—
1. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan
, vol. 1, p. 179.
2, **The South, "Nov .29, 1877, Occidental Gleanings , vol. 1, p. 181,
5, •*]lCortuary Literature," Enquirer , Jan. 1<^, lb 7i^, intro. to An .American
Miscellany , vol. 1, p. xxiii.
4« "At the Cemetery," Fantastics and other Fancies
, p. 12S.
5. "A "Fomance of Bitterness," Occidental Gleanings
,
vol. 1, p. 256.
6. Two Years in the French V.est Indies, p. 51.
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flame with a cold white dead flame like the fire of the glow-worm.-^
Then the Wind entered like a ghost into the crannies of the
white sepulchres, and whispered in the darkness, and coming forth
shuddered and mourned.
*lVe know not of the dead, the Infinite secret hath not "been
revealed to usj—we know only that th^ sleep under the eye of
Him who never sleeps.* 2
In Japan Hearn liked to visit Buddhist cemeteries, which were full of
concrete evidence of the Japanese faith in ancestor-worship. He was especi
ally fond of walkirig in the Buddhist cemetery "behind his home, of which he
says:
I like to wander in that cemetery,—partly hecause in the
twilight of its great trees, and in the silence of centuries
which has gathered ahout them, one can forget the city and its
turmoil, and dream out of space and time,—hut much more he-
cause it is full of "beauty, and of the poetry of -veat faith.
^
Of old village cemeteries hy the sea in Japan he says:
Legions on legions of stones,—-a host of sinister witnesses
of the cost of the present to the past,——and old, old, oldl—
hundreds so long in place that they have "been worn into shape-
lessness merely hy the "blowing of sand from the dunes, and their
inscriptions utterly effaced.
4
The influence of cemeteries on Hearn's descriptions:
Here, after a certain hour of night, the streets are as si-
lent and deserted as the graveled walks of a graveyard.
The su"bject of dampness seems to me insepara"bly connected
in New Orleans with the ghastlier suhject of graveyards.5
Also:
Taking my hand, she led me thither through spaces of sun-
light and shadow, through "broad and narrow ways, and "between rows
of beds white like rows of tomhs. 6
1. "The Name on the Stone," Item,0ct.9,1880, Fantastics and Other Fancies
,
p. 100.
2. "The Night of all Saints," Item ,Nov. 1, 1879, Fantastics and other Fancies
,
pp. 38 and S9.
3. Exotics and Petrospectives
,
p. 98.
4. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan , vol. 2, p. 507.
5. fNew Orleans in Y/et "'.leather," Occidental Gleanings , vol.1, pp. 209 and 211,
6. *T<n)CCLIII," Times-Democ ra t , Itey 7, 1882,Fantastics and other Fancies,fi 206,

In writing of the decay of the South, Hearn uses the New Orleans type
of cemetery to good advantage in this figure of speech:
And the last survivors of the old regime,—-the old Creole
gentlemen who persistently live in the quaint houses amidst a
certsin quaint poverty, often, alas, vainly striving to keep out
the dan5)ness and to 'maintain appearances , '—are disappearing
one hy one from the life of the moldering city, and are being
filed away, like dusty documents, in the marble pigeon-holes of
the cemeteries. ^
Thus do the phantom shapes of a ghostly dream world weave their shadowj
way in and out of the writing of Lafcadio Heam.
1, "New Orleans Letter," Jan. 5, 1876, Occidental Qleanlngs , vol. 1,
p. 245.

Chapter III
THE CROSS HE BOBE
The effect of semi-"blindness upon a super-sensitive person can "be
easily imaglried. The accident that caused Lafcadio Hearn to lose the sight
of one eye was unfortunate from the point of view of his social adjustment,
"but it is prohahly one of the important oontr Touting factors to his color-
flil, poetic prose. The strain put upon the good eye enlarged it so that it
hecame quite protruded, Hearn* s chronic troutle with eyestrain caused him
to he very eye-conscious. He frequently admonished his children to take
care of their eyes. Such eye-consciousness is reflected in his writing, as
in this imaginative speculation:
Should science he able to discover a means of replacing a lost
leg hy a fresh living one, or causing a new arm to sprout from a
mangled stump, or a nev/ eye to develop itself within an empty soc-
ket, of what incalculahle advantage in civilization would such a
discovery he J 1
An article on the "Artistic Value of I^lyopia*' reveals his interest in the
effect of myopia on the work of an artist. In an article on "Eye Trans-
plantation" he speculates on the possihilities of replacing useless hiunan
eyes with animal eyes. Tnen he meditates on the idea of reincarnation he
thinks ahout the joy of having the wonderful eyes of a beetle:
I should even look forward, with some pleasurable curiosity,
to any chance of viewirig the world through the marvellous compound
1, "A Dream of Futurity," Editorials, p. 111.
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eyes of a "beetle, an ephemera, or a dragon-fly. . . . Besides, what
wing's would then be minel——and what eyes J. . . •!
The appearance of his eyes, one protruded and the other ooveredwith a milky
film, caused Heern to believe that he was repulsive to people. This idea
easily grew into an obsession and an idea of persecution. Naturally his
sensitiveness, augmented with the idea of his personal repulsiveness, caused
him to retire within himself, to seek pleasure in introspection and solitude
rather than in the society of others. Yet Hearn was not unsociable. He
liked to be among people he knew well, but he had a horror of meeting stran-
gers. Another reason for his extreme introspection was his feeling about
his height, for he thought that five feet three inches was a very insignifi-
cant size.
The separation of Beam's parents when he was about six years old was
another factor in the building up of his persecution complex. This separa-
tion, which caused Hearn to be brought up by his intolerant aunt, probably
helped to form his first feelings of insecurity, of not being wanted, and
of being alone in the world. These feelings, added to n<*. tural self-con-
sciousness and introspection made Hearn feel that everyone, the entire worldi
was against him. Some of this feeliiig no doubt entered into the sudden,
irrational breaks in friendships, which were so surprising and incomprehen-
sible to most of his friends.
Everything in Hearn*s life seemed to add to his nfitoral tendency to-
ward introspection and self-consciousness: natural myopia, the accident to
his eye, his parents* separation, the rigid intolerance of his aunt and his
1« Kotto, p. 197.

school life, his repeated defefcts and discourag-ements in Jimerica, and
finally his confining work and the language "barrier in Japan.
With almost mirror-like clearness does Hearn's writing reflect his
sensitive, introspective, imafc,'inative nature. Althovigh the predominance of
color in his writing- is in part due to his enthusiastic admiration for the
great French colorist, Gautier, the anlytic recorder of physical sensa-
tions, Baudelaire, and French impressionism in general, still his extreme
myopia, which tended to make all his other senses more highly developed,
increased his natural sensitivity to color. His analytical descriptions
of odors likewise show his sensitivity to odors, heightened hy myopia.
Constant use of a magnifying glass for reading and a small telescope for
distance partly accounts for the use in his work of many minute details,
Hearn rapidly acquired the hahit of making lightning ohservations that
were accurate and detailed through his telescope that he did not like to "be
observed using. Added to his natural sensitivity to color ard odors, aug-
mented ty myopia, is the influence o± his surroundine's—life in New Or 1earn
and the tropical islands of Grande Isle and the West Indies—-upon his
work»
Thus, descriptions of detail and color of New Orleans:
I find much to gratify an artist's eye in this quaint, curi-
ous, crooked French Quarter, with its narrow streets and its
houses painted in light tints of yellow, green, and sometimes
even blue.
But after all, the glory of the city is in her Southern
homes and gardens. I can not do justice to their heau.ty. The
streets "broaden there; the side-paths are bordered with ver-
dant sod as soft and thick as velvet, and overshadowed with
magnolias; the houses, mostly built in Renaissance style, are
embowered in fruit-bearing trees and evergreen gardens where
statues and fountains gleam throiTgh thick shrubbery, cunnixigly
trimmed into fantastic forms. Orange and fig trees; bananas
and palms; magnolias and myrtles; cypresses and cedars; broad
leaved, monstrous-flowering plants in antique urns; herbs with
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leaves shaped like ancient Greek sword-tlades , and edged with
yellow; shrubs exotically l\miriant, tearing blossoms of curi-
ous form and equatorial brilliancy of color; and flowers so
rich of hue, so sweet, so fragrant, thtt they vary the varied
green with a thousand tints, and make the tepid air odorous with
drowsy perfume.
1
Hearn had a very special sort of feeling towards the color blue. This
color appears very often in his descriptions of tropical scenes and even
oftener in his descriptions of Japanese scenes. In a sketch called "Azure
Psychology," he analyzes the effect of this color upon him. He says that
blue
evokes in the general mind one common quality of pleasurable
feeling,—-a vivacious thrill,—-a tone of emotional activity
unmistakably related to the higher zones of sentiency and of
imagination.
In my own case the sight of vivid blue has always been ac-
companied by an emotion of vague delight—^nore or less strong
according to the luminous intensity of the color. And in one
experience of travel,—sailing to the American tropics,—
this feelin^^ rose into ectasy.
Being the seeming color of the ghost of our planet, of
the breath of the life of the world,—blue is likewise the
color apparent of the enormity of day and the abyss of the night.
So the sensation of it makes appeal to the ideas of Altitude,
of Vastness, and of Profundity;. ... to the idea of Space in
Time. ... to the idea of Motion.
Blue speaks to us of the dead and of the gods, but never of
their awfulness.
Something of all human longinfr for all the Paradises ever
imagined,—of all pre-existent trust in the promise of reunion
after death,—of all expired dreams of unending youth and
bliss,—-may be revived for us, more or less faintly, in this
thrill of the delight of azure, 2
The delicate coloring in Japanese nature and Japanese art impressed
Hearn a great deal, especially the delicate shades of blue. Even before
he went to Japan he was enthusiastic about Japanese art. Of the "fairy
1, "At the Gate of the Tropics," Occidental Gleanings, vol. 1, pp. 167-168,
2. Exotics and Petrospectives, pp. 2S2-236.
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colors" on a Japanese fan he says:
VvQiere did those Japanese get their exquisite taste for color
and tint-contrasts? is their sky so divinely tlue? are their
ffunsets so virginally carnation? are the breasts of their mai-
dens and the milky peaks of their motmtains so white? 1
In his Japanese "books particularly, the color "blue is prominent, es-
pecially in descriptions of the sea and sky that he loved so well:
Blue vision of depth lost in height, sea sky interblending
through luminous haze.
Only sky and sea,-—one azure enormity. . . . dim warm blue
of water widening away to melt into blue of air. 2
In the sketch already quoted, "Azure Psychology," Hearn described
Japan as the "land of perfect good taste in chromatics." As the color blue
filled Hearn with a sense of delight and a feeling of immensity of Time and
Space, so the color red gave him a feeling of vague horror:
The most stupendous apparition of red that I ever saw was a
tropical sunset in a cloudless sky,—-a sunset such as can be
witnessed only during exceptional conditions of atmosphere. . •
I became conscious of a vague strange horror vathin myself,—-a
sense of distress like that which precedes a nightmare. I could
not then explain the feeling;. 1 only know that the color had
aroused it.
The pure brilliant red, the fervid red, arouses sinister feel-
ing.
After that mighty glow, the hours of primeval horror, the
fear of blackness, the fear of nocturnal foes, the fear of ghosts.^
Hearn's sensitivity to color enables him to be alert to Poe*s use of
the color crimson in his work. Thus in an editorial called "Crimson Mad-
ness," Hearn analyzes Poe's use of the color crimson:
As Turner's passion for the effect of a vertical yellow streak
in his painting is considered indicative of a certain mental de-
1, "The Tale of a Fan," Item, July 1, 1881, Fantastics and other Fancies ,
p. 166.
2, Kwaidan
,
p. 173.
S, Exotics and Betrospectives, pp. 251-255.
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feet, so, it seems to us, does Poe*s stv&nge passion for the hue of
crimson indicate a peculiar and abnormal condition of the imagina-
tion. 1
As Beam's sensitivity to color is revealed in his writing, so is his
sensitivity to odors:
Yet it seemed to us that even odors might he analyzed; that
perhaps in some future age men might describe persons they had
never seen by such individual aromas, just as in the Arabian tale
one describes minutely a maimed camel and its burthen which he
h>-s never beheld.
There are blond and brunette odors;—the white rose is sweet,
but the ruddy is sweeter; 2
In Cincinnati, Hearn's articles on the slum sections of Cincinnati:
**Quarter of Shambles," and "Pariah People," articles about the slaughter-
houses and a fertilizer factory,—-"Halcedaraa" and the "Balm of Gilead,"
show his ability to analyze and describe odors.
The following quotation from "Auctions" shows Ream's natural use of
the theory of "correspondance des sens:"
The atmosphere of a rrocery is haunted by the perfumes of
tropical products, enough to make one dream of oriental things;
the tarry odors of a strip of asphalt pavement may recall memo-
ries of the seas, of fat-bellied merchant vessels lying at the
docks, the cheery chant of brown-throated sailors, and the musi-
cal moan of the breakers; that chemical metempsychosis of modern
science which teaches of the never-ending transmutations of pro-
toplasmic life may be studied even in a 'stink factory;' the
fantastic drippings of a tallow 'dip' recall a host of curious
superstitions. ^
His concern with odors permeates his IJew Orleans descriptions:
You never smell an unpleasant odor in the French Market; there
is nothing to offend the nostrils, nothing to displease the eye«
You inhale the fragrance of fruits and flowers—-such fruit, such
flowersJ—you breathe the odor of delicious coffee from the lunch
1« Item, Nov. 20, 1878, Editorials
, p. 40.
2, "The Tale of a Fan," Item
,
July 1, 1881, Fantastics and other Fancies
,
pp. 167-168.
3. Commercial, Dec. 5, 1875, Occidental Gleanings, vol. 1, p. 114.
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'booths.!
No description of St. Pierre would be complete without the odor:
And everywhere and always, through sunshine or shadow, comes
to you the scent of the city,—-the characteristic odor of St.
Pierre;-—a compound odor suggesting the intermingling of sugar
and garlic in those strange tropical dishes which Creoles love. . .2
Even youth has an odor:
Sometimes it may cause you to think of precious gums or spices
from the uttermost tropics; sometimes it is a thin, thin sweetness,—
like a ghost of musk. It is not personal (though physical personality
certainly has an odor): it is the fragrance of a season,—of the
springtime of life. But even as the fragrance of spring, thovi^
everywhere a passing delight, varies with country and climate, so
varies the fragrance of youth.
Like the feeling awakened "by "beauty, the pleasure of odor is a
pleasure of rememhrance,—is the magical appeal of a sensation to
countless memories of courtless lives. 3
And the odor of incense in Japan:
The reason that I see the lotos—one memory of my first visit
to a Buddhist sanctuary is that there has come to me an odor of
incense. Often when I smell incense, this vision defines; and
usually thereafter other sensations of my first day in Japan revive
in swift succession with almost painful acuteness. ^
All his life Hearn was very sensitive a"bout what seemed to him his in-
significant size. Because of his own slight stature he was always a great
admirer of piiysical size and strength. Thus he was attracted to large,
strong men like Denny Corcoran and Ellwood Hendrick. Hearn' s interest in
physical size is reflected in his article on "Giants and Dwarfs" in the
Cincinnati Commercial , Fe"b. 4, 1687. He concludes this article with a very
touching story a"bout a dwarf who fought under Gari"baldi, thus arousing the
1, "At the Gate of the Tropics," Nov. 19, 1877, Occidental Gleanings
,
vol. 1, p. 170.
2. Two Years in the French West Indies
, p. S8.
3. Exotics and Tetrospectives
, pp. 222 and 223,
4, In Ghostly Japan, p. 19.
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reader's sympathy for people of dwarfed stature.
One good reason why Hearn felt so much at home in Japan and his pecu-—
liarities seemed to "become tempered is the fact that the prevailing sta-
ture in Japan is short, so that Hearn lost his feelirjg of conspiouousness
and really felt as if he "belonged." Thus the Japanese people seemed some-
how kindlier towards him. He writes:
To find one's self suddenly in a world where everything is upon
a smaller and daintier scale than with us,—a world of lesser and
seemingly kindlier beintis, all smilinef at you as if to wish you
well,—-a world where all movement is slow and soft, and voices are
hushed,—-a world where land, life, and slcy are ami ike all that one
has known elsewhere,—this is surely the realization, for imagina-
tions nourished with English folklore, of the old dream of a World
of Elves. 1
Hearn realized the handicap in life that his sensitive nature repre-
sented. In an article on how to succeed, he gives the "benefits of his self *
analysis in advice to others. Probahly keeping his own type in mind he
says:
Highly sensitive natures are \infit to succeed and very seldom
do The more sensitive and nervous that people are, the
greater the form of these likes and dislikes which are often car-
ried to an extent that renders the sensitive person utterly unfit
to wield any large influence over the lives of his fellow "beings. ^
As one who knows the tortures cf a sensitive nature he writes:
The unhappy and unfortxmate ones are on the contrary the
dreamers exid visionaries of the literary world, the men of
imagination,—the Romanticists. In those whose imaginative
powers are highly cultivatea and developed, sensitiveness
exists to a degree utterly inconceiva"ble "by practical minds.
The nerves of mental feeling are absolutely raw, a "breath,
a touch, a suspicion of unkindness produces ygony. Perhaps
the flowers of Fancy can blossom only when watered with
tears and blood. S
!• Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan , vol. 1, p. 7.
2. Item, April 24, 1881, /m American Miscellany , vol. 2, p. 23.
3, "Extremes of Mental Culture," Item
,
Iferch 24, 1679, Occidental Glean-
ings, vol. 2, p. 6,

Hearn felt at home in Japan not cnly "because of the small physical
size of the people hut also "because there where everyone smiled he felt
that the world wis warmer, more friendly towards him. Frequently in his
Japanese hooks he writes of the comfort that the polite atmosphere of
Japan has given him. Speaking of his students there he says:
But all are equally characterized hy a singular placidity,
expressing neither love nor hate nor anything save perfect repose
and gentleness,—-like the dreamy placidit,, of Buddhist images. . •
You will recognize in the memory of that first impression one
glimpse of the race-soul, with its impersonal lovahleness and its
impersonal weaknesses, one glimpse of the nattire of a life in
which the Occidental, dv/elling alone, feels a psychic comfort com-
parfahle only to the nervous relief of suddenly emerging from some
stifling atmospheric pressure into thin, clear, free livirig air. ^
And again:
It is only in Japan that one is likely to meet with these
wonderful exhihitions of pure goodness on the part of perfect
strangers. 2
In comparing his American life with his Japanese life he says impersonally:
.... a foreign dweller in the interior cannot "but long some-
times for the pharp, erratic inequalities of Western life, with
its larger joys and pains, and its more com; rehensive sympathies.
But sometimes only, for the intellectual loss is really more than
compensated "by the social charm; and there can remain no dou'bt in
the mind of one who even partly understands the Japanese, that
they are still the hest people in the world to live among.
S
Perhaps hy the time Hearn gets to Japan he is beginning to see more
good in people and to suspect people less, inyway, he is continually im-
pressed with the goodness of the Japanese. As he says goodhye to his pu-
pils at Matsue he thinks,
1. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan
, vol. 2, p. 477*
2. Ihid.
, p. 586.
S. Ihid., p. 674.
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*CoulcL I have lived in the exercise of the same profession for
the same length of time in any other country, and have enjoyed a
similar unbroken experience of human goodness?* 1
Coming to a philosophical conclusion ahout goodness in people he
writes:
So perhaps it is with all that makes life "beautiful in any
land. To view men or nature with delight, we must see them through
illusions, suhjective or objective. . . • Happiest he who, from
iDirth to death, sees ever through some "beautiful haze of the
soul, "best of all, that haze of love which, like the radiance
of this Orient day, turns common thirds to gold. 2
It is interesting to speculate v,'hat Hearn's writing would "be like if
it had not "been for that accident to his eye one day at Ushaw. lie might
not have written at all, or at least not professioni-lly. The condition of
his eyes "barred other professions from him, making him put all his energy
and conscientious work into writing, ^d supposing that he did write pro-
fessionally with good eyes, would his writing still have "been characterized
"by that richness of color, wealtn of minute detail, and that special mysti-
cal, dreamy quality?
1« Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan , vol. 2, p. 691.
2, Gleanings in Buddha-Fields, p. 82,
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Chapter IV
THE STRUGGLE FOE EXISTENCE
Lafcadio Heern came alone, friendless, penniless, at the age of nine-
teen, to the great city of ITew York. Then "began his struggle for existence
When he found he could not make a livir^ in New York with the odd jobs he
was ahle to pick up, he went to Cincinnati to take ac vantage of the money
that llr. Cull inane was instructed to give him. When this money gave out,
again "began the struggle for existence. His struggle to earn a living "by
writing was a difficult one. He did not intend to be a newspaper man; cir-
cumstances made him soj he always hated newspaper work, especially in Cin-
cinnati where his hours were long, and his reward small. Besides, his rou-
tine work as reporter left him little time to spend on his painstaking
translations of French writers and his own stories. However, as much as
Hearn hated newspaper work, he was a newspaper man all his life, even in
Japan on the Kobe Chronicle . The journalistic experience added detailed
clearness to an imaginative style that might otherwise have been vague.
From undernourishment and overwork He&rn became sick and was nursed
back to health by Althea Foley. His first few months in New Orleans he
experienced the pains of a hand-to-mouth existence, ard it was not sur-
prising that in a fever-ridden city he should be stricken also. It was
these experiences with poverty, sicl^ess, and discouragements that made
Hearn even more sympathetic with the oppressed than his natural sympathy
rr
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made him. This sympathy is revealed in his articles on the levee life of
Cincinnati, on the poor people, and on the criminal district called Back-
town.
It was this sympathy that caused Hearn to write many editorials for
the New Orleans Item in defense of the tinder dog« In such editorials he
pled for correction of the social evils of the city, the unsanitary condi-
tions, and the political corruption. His ej^perience in New Orleans is re-
flecxed in a sympathetic article, "A Y/ord for Tramps" in which he speaks
to the people who have had no experience with poverty, who do not know
what it is to wonder where the next meal is coming from:
Flora cannot realize anything of the agonizing struggle which
so many endure, not merely for tread, hut for the privilege of
earning it—-for employment. She little imagines how many even
of those who dress decently and move in good society it may he
even among those of her own accuaintance are suffering from this
torment. It is easy enough to say, "go dig," "but how is the wretch
to live while waiting to realize the fruits of his digging? More-
over, there are many, like the unjust steward of the parable, who,
from physical weakness or other causes, "cannot dig," if they
would. Ahl Flora, if you could hut feel for an hoiir the fierce
fires of adversity the "fever at the core" that so often drives
men to madness or despair, and in so many cases was the mainspring
that set the tramp in motion, you might still condemn him, hut it
would he with a gentler and kinder consideration for his infirmi-
ties. 1
In his articles on negroes and negro life Hearn shows his sympathy for
other races, and in articles ahoi;t Jews and Hehrew literature he shows his
hatred of race prejudice. This sympathy is expressed in Hearn' s portrayal
of Youma, a West Indian slave girl, and in his sketches of West Indian lifej
particularly his sketch on the pedlars and the hard life of the washerworaenf
These e:xperiences in imerica made his interpretation of the lower classes
in Japan more human and understanding.
1, Time8-Demo cra
t
, De c . 26,1884, Occidental Gleanings , vol. 2, p. 277.
2« Two Years in the French West Indies*
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Even more tender than his sympathy for the oppressed hiunan teing was
Hearn's sympathy for the oppressed' in the animal and insect world. The
pathetic tale of "The Little Bed TTitten" shows his love for cats and re-
flects his experience of rescuing the kitten in Memphis and also his fre-
quent "befriending of stray cats in New Orleans. In Japan Hearn took in
cats and a dog that no one else would claim. In a sketch atout one of
these cats he sayss
Very much do I love oats; and I suppose that I could write a
large book about the different cats which I have kept, in various
climes and times, on "both sides of the world.
2
Flies, ants, snakes, turtles-—^none needed to fear death at the hands
of Hearn. He would never kill flies or ants, and he made pets of turtles,
snakes, and mice, lira, Courtney used to wonder at Hearn 's sitting on the
step of her boarding-house watching ants by the hour . In her charming
Reminiscences ,' Ivlrs. Hearn tells how Hearn liked to sit and watch ants, how
he shared his dinner with a snake, and how he loved to hear the pigeon coo»
In New Orleans Hearn wrote articles on ants, scientific as well as sympa-
thetic. He was charmed with the feeling of the Japanese toward insects.
There he wrote several sketches on dragon-flies, and more about ants.
In striking contrast to the gentle side of his nature, shown in his
treatment of all helpless creatures, Hearn's journalistic career in Cincin-
nati is marked by his predilection for the gruesome. This interest was
maintained by the reading of Poe, I^ytton, French writers, and by the demands
on a police reporter such as he became as a result of his sensational des-
cription of the "Tan Yard Murder," in this style:
1. Item
,
Sept. 24, 1879, Fantastics and other Fancies .
2. Kotto, p. 219.
r
• • • • masses of crtiniblin^ human "bones, strung together lay half-
"burnt sinews, or glued one upon another by a hideous adhesion of
half-molten flesh, boiled brains and jellied "blood mingled with
coal. 1
Reflection of this period is also found in his description of Fuj i-no-Yama
when he was climbing it:
The tremendous naked black reality, always becoming more
sharply, more grimly, more atrociously defined, is a stupe-
faction, a nightmare. . • • Above ^miles above the snow pat-
ches glare and gleam against that blackness, ^hideously. I
think of a gleam of white teeth I once saw in a skull,—
a
woman's skull, otherwise burnt to a sooty crisp.
2
He writes of himself in this period of "gruesome" writing:
Now, in those days there was a young man connected with the
Daily Enquirer whose tastes were whimsically grotesque and arabesque.
He was by nature a fervent admirer of extremes. He believed only
in the Pevoltingly Horrible or the Excruciatingly Beautiful. He
worshipped the French school of sensation, and reveled in thrusting
a reeking mixture of bones, blood and hair under people's noses at
breakfast time. To borrow the picturesque phraseology of Jean
Paul P.ichter, his life-path was ever running down into vaults and
out over graves. He was only known to fame by the name of 'The
Ghoul'. 3
This period of sensationalism is reflected in such early newspaper
articles as, "Notes on the Utilization of Human Pemains," and "The Demi-
Monde of the Antique World." ^ In his search for sensations, the yoiuag
reporter accompanied steeple climbers to the top of a cathedral spire. The
result of this trip and the description of his sensations is "Steeple
Climbers." 5 probably Hearn is thinking of this experience when he writes
years later:
1. "Violent Cremation," Enquirer , Nov. 9, 1874, An. American Itisoellany ,
vol. 1, p. 55.
2. Exotics and Fetrospectives , p. 14.
3. "aiglampz:", Enquirer , Oct .4,1874, An American l^scellany, vol. 1, p. 16,
4. Commercial , Nov., 1875, An American Ivliscellany , vol. 1.
5. Commercial
,
Kay 26, 1876, An Amer ican Fdscellany , vol. 1.
ff
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Have you ever attempted to mount some old tower stairway,
spiring up through darkness, and in the heart of that darkness
found yourself at the cohwehbed edge of nothing?. . • The emo-
tional worth of such experience from a literary point of
view is proved hy the force of the sensations aroused, and hy
the vividness with which they are rememhered. ^
In leaving Cincinnati, Hearn also left "behind him the gruesome period
of writing' all the gory details, although there are occasional echoes of it
in his New Orleans work, as when he considers the possibilities of instan-
taneous photograpliy:
Were the camera properly adjusted hy an electric apparatus to
photograph a decapitation by guillotine or sword, a photograph
might be taken just at the instant when the blade was but half-
way through the neck of the condemned, 2
and in his rather bloodthirsty editorials on how to deal with the hardened
criminal.
In other editorials for the New Orleans Item Hearn showed some bitter-
ness toward American magazines and American journalism because of his fail-
ure to get recognition by the magazines. He was also bitter because his
painstaking labor r s a translator met little or no reward, Beflection of
this lack of appreciation is found in his comparison between French and
American journalism:
In America journalism is too often the business of mere un-
lettered scribblers; in France, it belongs to the highest de-
partment of literature; and. the most wonderful efforts of modern
literary art may be said to have made their first appearance in
the journals of Paris, S
And in his plea for the recognition of young writers;
It is the fire of youth, the first strong soaring of yoiuig
imaginations, the fir^t warmth of literary aspiration, which
should nourish our magazines. For there is certainly a period
in life in which young men can create such little glowing works
1, Kotto, p, 11,
2, "As if Painted by Lightning," Item, April 29, 1881,Editorials, p, 131,
9, "French Journalism," Item, Sept, 16, 1880, Editorials, p. 103,

of art as they could not in later years——.1
And in his indignant editorial concerning' the low standards of translators
caused by the paltry sums paid for translations.
^
Hearn's suspicious nature intensified by his unfortunate business ex-
perience with the "Hard Times" in New Orleans is reflected in these ex-
cerpts from articles in the New Orleans Item*
In short, we may go so far as to say that the world is ruled
by lying, and by lying doth society grow fat and prosper. 3
It may be set down as a rule that the greater number of people
lie more or less. There are two general motives for lying,—
-
fear, or cunning. *
' . • . . •
There are certain general types of dishonorable and worthless
people which are so familiar that any person of ordinary experi-
ence knows how to protect himself against them. . . . They will
always find enough of such, dupes, however, and perhaps, after all,
they do more good ttian evilj for every one must learn sooner or
later, that it is dangerous to jud^e by appearances, that it is
silly to confide in promises, that money loaned except in busi-
ness—is seldom returned in an honorable and satisfactory manner,
and that in eiitrusting one's money to others, one must rather take
into consideration the capability oi the recipient to repay with-
out difficulty then his good intentions.
The worst frauds are often those who appear to be the very
best persons you ever met in youi' life.
Now it is always best to discontinue all relations with any
person whom one becomes suspicious of—even though one cannot
account for the suspicion: because when deceived by one of whom
we h£ve no suspicion whatever, we are apt to be less badly vic-
timized than by those against whom nature seems to warn us in
advance.
However previously intimate with men whose words or actions,
sooner or later, excite undefinable or inexplicable suspicion,
drop their acquaintance.
|t 1. "-American Magazines," rtem, Oct. 27, 1879, Editorials .
2. "For the Sum of $25," Times-Democrat
,
Sept. 24, 1882, Editorials.
: S, "Progressive Lying," Item,!vlarch 6, 1880, An American ?!iscellany ,
.ol. 2, p. 5.
4. "Frankness," Item , Jan. 11, 1881, An /jnerican Mscellany, vol. 1,
p. 8.
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And anyone attempting- to undertake dealings with others
without a clear and definite previous understanding as to all
ultimate terms, is not a desirable acquaintance .1
In the months of hand-to-mouth existence in New Orleans, when he had
met his later fraudulent "business partner of the "Hard Times," Hearn Taecame
ill with fever. His personal experience with fever in New Orleans and also
in the West Indies and his olDservations of the manifestations of the "yello^
plague that was raging in New Orleans ^riien he arrived is reflected in his
writing during thie period. In "The One Pill-Box" Hearn describes the tor-
ments and nightmare of delirium as only one who had experienced it could
describe it. In "El Tomito" also, he describes the symptoms of fever and
delirium.
In Chita Hearn describes the plague in New Orleans in 1867, With
powerful vividness he describes Julien's fever: delirium, dry skin, burn-
ing, nausea. And in a few words he describes the feeling that Julien has
as death ends his fight with yellow fever:
Strange, he had deemed it dayl why, it was black, starless. , •
i^jid it was growing queerly cold. . . . How should he ever find her
Hearn*s discouragement and dismissal frcan the Enquirer in Cincinnati,
his lack of employment and illness in New Orleans caused him to meditate
suicide at both these times. This meditation of suicide is reflected in
several Item articles in New Orleans such as "Morbid Suicide," "V/hy J. C«
Putnam Shot Himself," and "Some Suicide Notes." Every reported instance
of suicide brought some comment from Hearn. He seemed to be interested in
1. "Frauds," Item,Jan. 22, 1881, An American Miscellany, vol. 2, pp. 11-14,
2, Item, Oct. 12, 1881, Fantastics and 'other Fancies.
Z, Chita, p. 204.
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the motives for suicide and how other people have performed the act. In a
light poem celled "The Fatal Plunge," written and illustrated hy Hearn in
the Item, is revealed part of Hearn's reasoning ahout suicide, A sample
stiinza!
lly hody is racked with the pangs of disease,
And my soul I have soiled "by neglect;
Opportunities wasted now urge me to steal
From the life I have made such a wreck. 1
In his "Odds and Ends" column in the Item for August 10, 1879, he writes:
The recent gloomy weather caused much physical depression,
and probahly accounts for the suicides which took place the
other day« Suicides seldom occur on cheerful, bright days;
and probably also the commission of crime is influenced to no
small degree by climatic changes.
^
With understanding he writes:
Not long ago a leading paper of this country spoke of the
unfortun£-te fate of some noted literary characters as remark-
ably strange,—suicide, starvation, or drunkenness ending the
lives or wrecking the minds of many brilliant writers. It does
not, however, seem 'remarkably stran^-e* if the character of
these unfortunates be fairly considered.
3
And with sympathy for Gftrsrd de Nerval's violent suicide he writes
i
Weary of the world's harsh realism, the Dreamer of beautiful
dreams had volvmtarily sought that eternal slumber that knoweth
no dream whether of good or evil."^
The struggle within himself of Julien in Chita seems to be the struggle of
Hearn himself with the idea of suicide. Julien triumphs over himself, and
Hearn says,
"The suicide is not a coward; he is an egotist." ^
1. Tinker, Lafcadio Hearn's iimerican Days, p. 47.
2. Ibid,, p. 60.
5. "Extremes of Mental Culture," Item,March 24,1879, Occidental Cleanings,
vol. 2, p. 5,
4. "A Mad Romantic," Times-Democrat, Feb, 24, 1884, Editorials, p. 220.
5, Chita, p. 126.
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In his Japanese work Hearn writes frequently aliout shinju
^^,
the sui-
cides of lovers, a subject which would appeal to him "because of his own
near attempts.
The poverty, illness, and struggle that Hearn experienced in Mew York
and Cincinnati, comhined with his hatred of crowds, and his retiring, sen-
sitive nature made him hate cities, especially New York, which was to him
a living expression of all the evils of V/estern industrialism. Sometimes
in Japan his hatred of New York would come back to him in thought:
In our great cities, beauty is for the rich; "bare walls and
foul pavements and smoky skies for our poor, and the tumult of
hideous machinery, a hell of eternal ugliness and joylessness
invented hy our civilization to punish the atrocious crime of
"being ujafortunate, or weak, or stupid, or overconfident in the
morality of one's fellowraan.^
As I muse, the remembrance of a great city comes hack to
me,—a city walled up to the sky and roaring like the sea«
The memory of that roar returns first; then the vision defines;
a chasm, which is a street, between mountains, which are houses.
I am tired, because I have walked many miles between those pre-
cipices of masonry, and have trodden no earth,—only slabs of
rock,—and have heard nothing but thunder of tumult.
And all this enormity is hard, grim, dumb; it is the enormity
of mathematical power applied to utilitarian ends of solidity
and durability. . . . One feels depressed by the mere sensation
of the enormous life which created them, life without sympathy;
of their prodigious manifestation of power, power without pity.
2
Thus, the impressions made upon Hearn of the battle against poverty in
American cities cold with the steel of industrialism, the long hours of a
newspaper man whose work took him among the poor and degenerate of Cincin-
nati, his cw?n sickness, and need of friendly sympathy that was often ab-
sent, are all reflected in his sympathetic treatment of the socially op-
pressed and the helpless, both human and animal, throughout all his writirg»
!• Gleanings In Buddha-Fields
, p« 65.
2, Kokoro, pp. 21-22.
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Chapter V
TBOPICS MD THE SEA
It may have "been his gypsy tlood giving him the spirit of wanderlust;
it may have "been his love of warmth, color and beauty, or it may have been
simply to feed his imagination, that Hearn loved to travel, especially to
tropical lands. His longing for new scenes he analyzes thus:
Sometimes in that gloaming that divides deep sleep from the
awakening—. . . . there suddenly comes an old, old longing
that stings thoioght into nerv^ns activity with a sharp pain.
The impression in the first moment of wakefulness might "be likened
to a sense of nostalgia,—-hut the nostalgia which is rather a
world-sickness than a homesickness; there is something in it also
resemblina the vain regret for what has been left perhaps twenty-
years journey behind us, and has now become a tropical remembrance
because we have traveled so far toward the Northern Circle of
life. ... it is like an uttera'ole wish to flee away from the
Present into the Unknown, a beautiful unknown, I do not know
how to account for this impulse, unless as an xmexplained
Something in llan corresponding to the instinct of migration in
lower forms of life—especially in those happy winged creatures
privileged to follow the perfumed Summer round about the world.
1
When he was in Cincinnati a bird-store window made him "dream of warmer
skies, regions equatorial, groves of sandalwood and palm trees, strange
architecture and strange peoples."^ Heam often wrote in his letters that
hie imagination needed to be stimulated by new scenes. He expressed this
thought in "Some Fancies about Fancy:"
1, "A Name in the Plaza," Leaves from the Diary of an Impressionist
,
p. 76 ff.
2. "A Bird-Store Eeverie," Commercial , Oct. 24, 1875, An imerican
Mscellany, vol. 1, p. 77.
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The fairy soil of fancy is rapidly exhausted, and when its
first crop h;-8 been garnered, another sirailar one can never "be
raised. . • • The gro^lnd of imagination may he enriched by new
experience, new sights and sounds and perfumes, imfamiliar colors
and forms and music; but the thing must produce a new crop wholly
different from the old.l
Of his life-long desire to visit the tropics fulfilled at last by his trips
to the West Indies, he says.
Header, if you be of those who have longed in vain for a
glimpse 01 that tropic world, tales of whose beauty charmed
your childhood, and made stronger upon you that weird mesmerism
of the sea which pulls at the heart of a boy, one who had longed
like you, and who, chance-led, beheld at last the fulfillment of
the wish, can swear to you that the magnificence of the reality
far excels the imagining. 2
The beauty of the South impressed him as he sailed down the Mssissipp:
toward New Orleans;
I thought our Northern sky narrow and cramped as a vaulted
church-roof beside that sky, a sky so softly beautiful, so
purely clear in its immensity, that it made one dream of the
tenderness of a woman's eyes made infinite. "
Bed. sank the sun in a sea of fire, and bronze-hued clouds
piled up against the light like fairy islands, in a sea of
glory, such as were seen, perhaps, by the Adelantado of the
Seven Cities. ^
The Teche country in Louisiana impressed hi,.: as a "Garden of Paradise*
Those groves of giant oaks are such as Itortin pictured in his
illustrations to Paradise Lost ; and his fairy Eve might have mir-
rored her white body in the smoothness of that sinuous bayou not
less perfectly than in the waters of a Paradisaical pond.
The songs of the birds will still be heard by you faint
as fairy flutes, and in dreams the golden Teche will curve for
you once more under wondrous festoons of green, under wizard
apparelled groves, through deep enchantments of perennial summer;
and you will awake to feel the great sweet dreaminess come back
upon you again—a moment only, but a moment that makes dim the
1, Item , Jferch 28, 1881, Editorials , p. 126.
2. Two Years in the French ¥/est Indies
,
p. S84.
5, '^Memphis to New Orleans," Nov. 14, 1877, Occidental Crleaning3,vol.l,p.l61,
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eyes as with mists of a tropical morning.
At leaving Grande Isle to return to Few Orleans he wrote:
0 "blessed blue light I 0 pure sweet air I 0 living winds and
leaping waters, how dear ye are, how divine ye seem at partingJ 2
Descri"bing the effect that the Gulf air had on him he writes:
There is something: unutterable in this bright Gulf-air that
compels awe, something vital, something holy, something pan-
theistic: and reverentially the mind asks itself if what the
eye beholds is not the A've>?'-tcoL indeed, the Infinite Breath,
the Divine Ghost, the great Blue Soul of the Unknown.
to forget the pest, the present, the substantial-—
to comprehend nothing out the existence of that infinite Blue
Ghost as something into which you would wish to melt away for-
ever. ^
Upon arriving in St. Pierre, I&rtinique:
Wn.en you find yourself for the first time, upon some un-
shadowed day, in the delightful West Indian city of St. Pierre,—
-
supposing that you own the sense of poetry, the recollections of
a student,—there is apt to steal upon your fancy an impression
of having seen it all before, ever so long ago, you cannot tell
where. The sensation of some happy dream you cannot wholly recall
might be ccropared to this feeling. ^
j
Often Hearn compares the warmth of the South with the cold of the Nortli
and reveals his preference for the sxuiny South:
. . . . Thou dim and lofty heaven of the North, grey sky of
Odin, bitter thy winds and spectral all thy colors I they
that dwell beneath thee know not the glory of Eternal Summer's
green, the azure splendor of southern dayl but thine are
the lightnings of Thought illuminating for human eyes the inter-
spaces between sun and sun. Thine the generatiorxS of might,
the strivers,—-the battlers, the men who make Nature tame.*
thine the domain of inspiration and achievement, the larger
heroisms, the vaster labors that endure, the higher knowledge,
and all the witchcrafts of sciencej. , , 5
1, Times-Democrat ,March 27, 1883, An American Lliscellany
,
vol. 2, p. 104.
2, "Torn Letters," An American Miscellany
,
vol. 2, p. 65.
3, Chita
, p. 21.
4, "Les Portreuses," Two Years in the French Indies
, p. 101.
5, Ibid., p. 422.
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Often in Japan Hearn is reminded of the tropics, either in comparison
or in contrast:
There are no such svmsets in Japan as in the tropics: the
light is gentle as the light of dreams; there are no furies of
color; there are no chromatic violences in nature in this Orient.'^
But for the dark forests of cedar and pine, and this far
faint dretimy sky, and the soft whiteness of the light, there
are moments of our journey when I could fancy myself again in
the West Indies, aacendirjg some winding way over the mornes of
Dominica or of I.Iartinique. 2
A Japanese garden reminds him:
Parts of the garden vividly recall some aspects of tropical
nature in the Antilles;—tho"u>i'h one misses the pelms, the he-
wildering weh and woof of lianas, the reptiles, and the sinister
day-silence of a V/est Indian forest. ^
Tropical scenes inspired many legends of richness and color. Such
were the reveries that Hearn called Leaves from the Diary of an Impression-
ist , T:ut which he never gathered together; they were pu^blished some years
after his death "by Ferris Greenslet, His trip to Florida inspired him to
write of the Fountain of Youth in poetic prose. Several of his "Fantastics*'
were inspired by his longing for the tropics.
Hearn's trips to Grande Isle and the West Indies increased the strong,
emotional feeling which he already had for the sea. He had gained an early
love for the sea at Tramore in Ireland where he learned to swim and where
he spent several vacations from school. He loved to swim in the sea and
would he happy on any tropical seashore. In Japan he spent many happy sum-
mers at the seaside village of Yaidzu, Thus his writing is filled with sea
1. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan
, vol, 1, p, 166
2. Ihid., p. 1£4.
3. Gleanings in Buddha-Fields, p. 51,

descriptions. Even some of his philosophical thinking is inspired by the
sea. Something of his fervent love of the sea is revealed in this prose
poem, half hidden in an article ahout New Orleans*
If you, 0 reader, chance to he a child of the sea; if, in
earliest childhood, you listened each morning' and evening' to that
most ancient and mystic hymn-chant of the waves, which none can
hear without awe, and which no musician can learn;—if you have
ever watched wonderingly the far sails of the fishing-vessels
turn rosy in the hlush of sunset, or silver under the moon, or
golden in the glow of sunrise; if you once hreathed as your
native air the divine "breath of the ocean, and learned the swim-
mer's art from the hoary hreakers, and received the Ocean-god's
christening, the Glorious "baptism of salt,—-then, perhaps, you
know only too well why these sailors of the Levant can not seek
homes within the heart of the land. Twenty years may have passed
since your ears last caught the thunder of that mighty ode of
hexameters which the sea has always sung and will sing forever,
since your eyes sought the far 1 ne where the vaulted hlue of
heaven touches the level immensity of rolling waters,—-since you
"breathed the "breath of the ocean, and felt its clear ozone living
in your veins like an elixir. Have you forgotten the mighty mea-
sure of that mighty song? have you forgotten the divine salti-
ness of that untettered wind? Is not the spell of the sea strong
upon you still?
So that wiien the long, "burning' siunmer comes, and the city
roars distinctly arovjad you, and your ears are filled with the
droning hum of machinery, and your heart full of the hitterness
of the struggle for life, tiien comes to you at long intervals in
the dirigy office or the crowded streets some memory of white
"breakers and vast stretches of wrinkled sand and far-flutteriing
"breezes that seem to whisper 'Come!' 1
The peace and happiness he enjoyed in his short vacations at Grande
Isle, "beside the sea:
GlaBsy-smooth the water sleeps along the northern coast of
our island summer resort, as the hoat slowly skirts the low
beach, passing- bright shallows where seines of stupendous ex-
tent are hung upon rows of high stakes to dry;—
-
Divinely caressing the first far-off tones of that eternal
voice to one revisiting ocean after absence of many weary and
dusty summers,—
-
1. "New Orleans in ¥/et Weather," Occidental Gleanings, vol. 1, p. 219.

• • • . every substance here appears not only to maintain life
tut to create it; and ideas of spon"^aneous genexbtion present
themselves with irresistible force.
Existence here is so facile, happy, primitively simple,
that trifles give joy unspeakable;
But the mighty blind sea will ever chant the same mysteri-
ous hymn, under the same infinite li^it of blue, for those who
shall come after them. . . .
. . . it is a fit sojourn for those only who wish to forget the
harsh realities of city existence, the burning excitement of
loss and gain, the stern anxieties of duty, vjho care only to
enjoy the rejuvenating sea, to drink the elixir of the perfect
air, to dream away the long and luminous hours, perfumed with
sweet, faint odors of sujnmer. 1
Another description of the sea at Grande Isle:
But in those summer days when soft warm breezes blow off
shore, the sea dozes in oily silencei there is scarcely a
whispering of ripples, huge crabs crawl out from beneath the
creamy ribbon of spume,—-opaline fins wrinkle the surface with-
in a few feet of the shore. And when night opens all her vio-
let immensities, the foam takes flame, the ripples have lu-
minous bursts, a shell flung into the sea kindles circles of
fire, and the orabs toddling out of the warm flood, shine
like infernal spiders. . . .2
Chita
,
inspired by Hearn*s trip to Grande Isle and his hearing of the
tragedy of La Derniire Isle, impresses the reader as one continuous ode to
the sea with the story in second place. Here is the sea in all its moods,
when it is calm and cradling and when it is wild and terrifying.
Choice bits of tMs prose poem to the sea:
• • • —that sound which shakes all shores when the weird Musi-
cian of the Sea touches the bass keys of his mighty organ—
• . . .around all the gray circling of a shark-haunted sea.
Forever the yellow Mssissippi strives to build; forever the
sea struggles to destroy.
1. '^The Post-Office," Times-Democrat
, Oct. 19, 1884, Fanta sties and other
Fancies
, pp. 251-2^5";;
2, »'Torn Letters," Times-Democrat
,
Sept. 14, 1884, An American Miscellany
,
vol, 2, p. 56,
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1
. • • . the Voice of the Sea is never one voice, hut a tiajnult of
many voices—-voices of drowned men,—the muttering of multitu-
dinous dead,—the moaning of Innumerable ghosts, all rising, to
rat,e agAinst the living, at the great Witch-call of storms. . •
The sea lived: it could crawl "backward and forward; it could
speaki
Said Feliu:
"The world is like the sea: those who do not knovi/ how to swim
in it are drowned; and the sea is like the world, Chita must
learn to swim!"
The description of Chita learnir^ how to swim recalls Hearn's boyhood
at Tramore where he learned to swim. Of the joys of swiiiiraing:
Even for the adult there are few physical joys keener than
the exaltation of the swimmer; ^how much greater the same glee
as newly felt fcy an imaginative child,—a child, whose vivid
fancy can lend unutterable value to the most insignificant tri-
fles, can transform a weed-patch to an EdenI 1
The waters of the C-ulf seen from the boat on its way to Florida:
Almost irrestible its fascination to the swimmer; one envies
the fishes that shoot by like flashes of opal, even the reptiles
that flee before the prow; a promise of strange joy, of electri-
cal caress, seems to smile from those luminous deeps, like the
witchery of a Naiad, the blandishment of an Undine. 2
In Youma and in Two Years in the French West Indies are many colorful
descriptions of the sea. Watching the sea at La Grande Anse, Martinique
inspires these sensations:
Then very suddenly, there came to me a sensation absolutely
weird, while watching the strange wild sea roaring over its
beach of black sand,—the sensation of seeing something unreal,
looking at something that had no more tangible existence than a
memoryl. . . something indefinable in the living toach of the
wind, . • • Slowly there became defined vathin me the thought of
having beheld just such a coast very lone ago, I could not tell
where, in those child-years of which the recollections gradu-
ally become indistinguishable from dreams. 3
1
1. Chita, p. 160.
2. Leaves from the Diary of an Impressionist, p. 57.
3. Two Years in the French V/est Indies, p. 130.
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The snow-colored prairies that the train speeds over taking Hearn
through Canada to the Pacific to embark for Japan remind him of the sea:
It is the sea,—-the sea as viewed on some summer day when
tepid bre'ezes barely ruffle the face of it in thin low lines,
and 'the earth is still by reason of the south wind.' Md the
snow ridges seem to roll; they appear and disappear as if rising
and falling; and the whole blue-and-white circle as we travel
seems to rock as the sea-round appears to sway while one sails. • •
Nothing else to the sky. ^
Arrival in Japanese waters evokes inevitable comparison with tropical
waters:
Lol we are in the Kuro-Shiwo, the vast Pacific current
which warms the coast of Japan. Eemembering- the wondrous azure
stream of the Atlantic tropics, I had hoped to look again here
upon a rich Iximinous water: it is black as its Japanese name;
the sea is a waste of inkJ 2
The design of a Japanese fan inspires:
The design upon that fan represented only the wnite rushing
burst of one great wave on a beach, and sea-birds shooting in
exultation thro\jgh the blue overhead. ... It made rue want to
shout when I looked at it. ^
The legend of Urashima Taro, Hearn' s favorite Japanese legend, calls
forth this remembrance:
I have a memory of a place and a magical time in which the
Sun and the Moon were larger and brighter than now* Vihether it
was of this life or of some life before I cannot tell. Bit I
know the sky was very much more blue, and nearer to the world,—
almost as it seems to become above the masts of a steamer steaming
into equatorial summer. The sea was alive, and used to talk,-—
and the Wind m^-de me cry out for joy when it touched me.^
At Yaidzu where he spent many happy summers swimming and teaching his
boys how to swim:
1
i
1 1. "A Winter Journey to Japan," Harper's I.tagazine, Nov., 1890, An American
Miscellany, vol. 2, p. E49.
2. Ibid., p. 262.
3. "Out of the East," p. 1,
4. Ibid., p. 20.
»r
Dive into such a night-sea;-—open your eyes in the "black-hlue
gloom, and watch the weird gush of lights that follow your every
motion: each luminous point, as seen thro\;igh the flood, like the
opening and closimg of an eyel At such a moment, one feels indeed
as if enveloped hy some monstrous sentiency, suspended within
some vital suhstance that feels and sees and wills alike in every
part,-—an infinite soft cold Ghost.
Then I found myself thinking of the vague terror with which
I had listened, when a child, to the voice of the sea;—-and I
remembered that in after-years, on different coasts in different
parts of the world, the sound of surf had always revived the
childish emotion. Certainl;/ this emotion was older than I hy
thousands of thousands of centuries, the inherited sum of num-
terless terrors ancestral. ^
Theorizing inspired "by the sea;
I thought of the Ultimate Ghost revealed in that scintillation
tremendous of Night and Sea; quickening ahove me, in systems a-
glow with awful fiision of the pest dissolved, with vapor of the
life again to he; quickening also "beneath me, in meteor-gushings
and constellations and nebulosities of colder fire,—-till I found
myself doubting whether the million ages of the sun-star could
really signify, in the flvoc of perpetual dissolution, anything more
than the momentary sparkle of one expiring noctiluca.
Even with the doubt, the vision changed. I saw no longer the
sea of the ancient East, with its shudderir^s of fire, but that
Flood whose width and depth and altitude are one with the Night
of Eternity, the shoreless and timeless Sea of Death and Birth.
^
Philosophizing inspired by the sea:
There are moments in life when truths but dimly known before—
-
beliefs first vaguel;, reached throvigh multiple processes of reason-
ing—suddenly assume the vivid character of emotional convictions.
Such an experience came to me the other day, on the Suruga coast,
V/hile resting under the pines that frine-ed the beach, something in
the vital warmth and luminous peace of the hotir some quivering
rapture of wind and light—-very strar^ely bestirred an old be-
lief of mine; the belief that all being is, One. One I felt myself
to be with the thrilling of breeze and the racing of wave, ^with
every flutter of shadow and flicker of STin, ^with the azure of
sky and sea,—-with the great green hush of the land. In some
new and wonderful way I found myself assured that there never could
have been a beginning, that there never could be an end. 3
1. In Ghostly Japan, pp. 235-241
2. Ibid., p. 198.
2. Kotto, p. 181 ff.

In myried million forms I iDut seem to pass: as form I am
only Wave; as essence I am Sea. Sea without shore I am;-—and
Doutt and Fear and Pain are but duskings that fleet on the face
of my depth. 1
' Thus, the Voice of the Sea calling ever to Hearn as a hoy at Tramore,
j|
as a young man in New Orleans, Grande Isle, and the West Indies, and as a
j
i^'ather teaching his hoys to swim at Yaidzu, repeats its soothing, yearning,
'l
li often terrifying tones thro-aghout the prose of Lafcadio Hearn, heightening
its poetic beauty.
1. Kotto, p. 221.

Chapter VI
LOVE OP WOMM
Lafcadio Hearn's worship of \woraan "began with his worship of his mother.
I'l
jl
He idealized her more "because he lost her at so young an age. After his
;I mother and father separated, and his mother went back to her native land,
I
Lafcadio never saw her again. Thus each year his mother "became more ideal-
I
ized and a more "beautiful memory to him. Hearn's delicate, sensitive dis-
ii
position required much mothering. Thus his heart was warmed and touched "by
the kind attentions of Althea Foley in Cincinnati and Mrs. Courtney in New
Orleans. It was natural, considering Hearn's heredity and his own peculiar
hlend of imagination and sensitivity that he should reverence the physical
"beauty of women. As we have already seen, dark-skinned women appealed to
him as most beautiful. In fact he wrote that the "fille-de-couleur" is
the most beautiful woman in the human race.^ Hearn seemed to understand
women better than he did men. His own finer sensibilities enabled him to
appreciate the delicate emotions and tenderness of women. Especially did
he feel this tenderness when he was ill with fever in the West Indies and
was cared for by his woman servant. Of this care he wrote:
"The dream of angels holds nothing sweeter than this resility of woman's
1, Two Years in the French V/est Indies.
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tenderness.**^ There was no woman whose friendshin he valued more than that
of Elizateth Bisland whom he called the "Lady of the llyriad Souls" and who
j!
wrote such a sympathetic "biog-raphy of him a few years after his death. He
J wrote of her:
.... remembering a woman upon the other side of the v/orld who
possessed many generations of Souls, and knew how to use them all.
She wore her Souls just as other women wear their dresses, and
changed them several times a day;, . . So the men who most admired
her could not presume to fall in love with her hecause that would
have Ijeen ahsurd. She had altogether too many Soiils. 2
Women appealed to Hearn's imagination, his sense of goodness and
heauty, and although there has iDeen slanderous gossip to the contrary,
i Hearn's relations with women seemed to "be on the whole honorable. His
I
writing reflects this worship of woman; even nature descriptions are per-
I
meated with it. We find less evidence of it in his Japanese work, prohahly
t
for two reasons: the first that his marriage had tempered and satisfied
I
his physical interest in women; the second that the Japanese were not so
concerned with the feminine. This difference in attitude "between the East
and the West Hearn tried to analyze and explain to his Japanese students:
.... the all important thing for the student of English litera-
ture to try to understand, is that in western countries woman is
a cult, a religion, or if you like still plainer lang-uage, I shall
say that in western countries woman is a god.
3
Again explaining the prominence of the feminine in western literature he
wrote:
And in the long process of our aesthetic evolution, the ideal
of woman has at last become for us an aesthetic abstraction.
Thus, out of simple htunan passion, through influences and trans-
1. Two Yearg In the ?'rench West Indies
, p. 395.
2. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan, vol. 2, p. 627.
3« Complete Lectures on Art, Literature and Philosophy, p. 45.

formations innurabera'ble, we have evolved a cosmic emotion, a feminine
pantheism.!
What he says about French literature in this connection applies in modera-
tion to his own writing!
L*6ternel feminin appears in the idea of a novel as well as in
the shapeliness of a "bronze; the odor di femina impregnates every-
thing artistic produced by the magic of Paris.
Paris has been called atheistic; but it is rather pantheistic.
L*4ternel feminin is there the all in all a veritable Alpha and
Omega—a feminine Brahma,
2
Although Hearn really preferred dark women he wrote of fair women,
perhaps thinking of the Scandinavian girl whom he idealized after she be-
friended him on the train to Cincinnati when he was hungry and alone:
For the fair beauty surely comes nearest to our ideal of divini-
ty—a loveliness typical of li^t and life and immortality—
a
comeliness as of golden summer and golden suns.
White beaut.y inspires awe, like the calm beauty of the gods.
Dark beauty—save in the purest Oriental types inspires only
love. Men might pray, like Kingsley's Yiking., that a fair-haired
beauty would honor them by trampling upon them.^
His appreciation of the physical beauty of women is revealed in his
visit to the artist's studio in Cincinnati and his subsequent article de-
scribing the artist's model "Beauty Undraped." ^
Hearn often wrote of an ideal woman, a woman that one would dream of
and never know:
So that when the fancy of a home and children smiling faces,
comfort, and a woman's friendship, the idea of something real to
love and be loved by conies to the haunted man in hours of dis-
gust with the world and weariness of its hollow mockeries, the
Woman that he shall never know stands before him like a ghost with
1. "Out of the East ," pp. 112-114.
2. "The Sexual Idea in French Literature," Item,June 17, 1881,Editorials,
p. 144.
3. "Fair Women and Dark Women, "Item , A\ig, 25, 1878, Editorials
, pp. 35-36.
4. Enquirer
, Oct. 18, 1874, Occidental Gleanings, vol. 1.

sweet sad eyes of warning, and he dare not!
Everywhere Hearn went in the West Indies he was impressed "by the heau-
ty of the primitive island women. Even at Grande Isle he nearly fell in
love with a native girl. Inspired by her he writes:
.... yet what tlossom-soul , what flower-witchery might charm
the sense like the odor of a woman's hair, the natural perfume of
"beauty, the fresh and delicious fragrance of youth?
.... Still I can see her "beauty outlined against the great
disk of gold—-*a Wom&n standing in the sun,' as she watches
our white ship receding, diminishing, melting into the West^
In Japan, added to his interest in the outer "beauty of woman is the
almost supplanting interest in the inner soul of the Japanese woman. ^Hhen
he writes of the geisha girl he wonders:
But v/hat is the mystery of her? 7/hat are her thoughts, her
emotions, her secret self? ^'iliat is her veritable existence "be-
yond the night circle of the "banquet lights, far from the illusion
formed around her "by the mist of wine? ^
Hearn liked to compare the grace of woman to that of a serpent. Ex-
plaining this simile he says:
Is not the serpent a" sym"bol of grace? Is not the so-called
*line of "beauty* serpentine? And is there not something of the
serpent in the beauty of all graceful women? something of tin-
dulating shapeliness, something of silent fascination?—-some-
thing of Lilith and Lamia? The French have a beautiful verb ex-
pressive of this idea, serpenter , 'to serpent'—-to curve in
changing undulations like a lithe snake,—Do you not like the
word? I think it is so expressive of flowing lines of elegance
so full of that mystery of grace which puzzled Solomon: 'The way
of a serpent upon a rock.' 4
Eeferring to 'those amber-tinted beauties glorified in the Oriental
studies of Ingres, of Eichter, and of G4rome,» he writes:
1. "Spring Phantoms," Item
,
April 21, 1B81, Pantastics and other Fancies
,
p. 151.
2. "Torn Letters," Times-Democrat
,
Sept. 14, 1884, An Merican Mi scellany,
vol. 2, pp. 63-6n
3. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan
, vol. 2, p. 529.
4. "New Orleans," Deo. 21, 1877, Occidental Gleanirigs, vol. 1, p. 2S3.
#
Uncommonly tall were those famous beauties—citrine-hued,
elegant of stature as palmettos, lithe as serpents; never again
will such types re-appear upon ijnerican soil.*
In a not so serious article Hearn compares fine women with fine hor-
ses:
You can tell a fine horse even if he have a "blanket on; and
you can tell a fine woman hov;ever well-clad provided her cloth-
ing be not of such a nature as to impede her movements—-a chance
improhahle to the last degree; for all such fine women are highly
spirited like genuine thorough-hreds, and will not submit to un-
natural restraint of any kind. 2
Of the innate goodness in women Hearn wrote:
There is something good in all women. Men may become wholly
depraved; but there is something always good in the heart of the
worst of women. Men may become wholly indifferent to ethical
ideas; women never. Goodness is a part of their being, and faith,
by which ethical principle is alone inculcated, a necessity for
their existence. 3
It is this moral goodness that Hearn personifies in the heroine of an
early story, "Karma,"* But besides showing his belief in woman*s goodness,
it shows the influence of Dr. Gould upon Hearn. At the tine he wrote this
story, 1889, Hearn was visiting Dr. Gould in Philadelphia. Dr. Gould tried
to make Hearn, whom he thought decidedly immoral, tread the straight and
narrow path. He claims in his biography of Hearn that he gave Hearn a
"soul," and that he directed the writing of "Karma," a story in which vir-
tue triumphs over evil. Probably it was Gould's influence that made the
heroine so stiffly moral, scarcely human in her rigidity, but the prose is
all Hearn* 8 own vivid, colorful, and masical.
1. "The Creole Patois," Harper *s Weekly
,
Jan. 10 and 17, 1885, l-ji American
Miscellany
,
vol. 2, p. 147.
£• "Women and Horses," Item
,
May 21, 1881, Occidental Gleanings , vol. 2,
p. 256.
3. "Woman's Influence," Item , Dec. 12, 1880, Editorials
, p. 116.
4« Lipplncott's Monthly Magazine, J,5iay, 1890, pp. 667-682.

The feminine invarialDly creeps into Hearn's n^iture descriptions. In
descrilDine' the scenery along the Ohio Ttiver he writes of the "voluptuous
hills with their sweet feminine curves." 1 Trees always remind him of tall
graceful women. Hearn loved trees, prohably hecause they seemed so alive
to him. His Japanese wife tells of his great grief when three beautiful
old cedar trees in front of a near-hy temple v/ere cut down. 2 Of the effect
i
of tropical trees on him he writes:
. • . . In the North a tree is simply a tree; ^here it is a per-
sonality that makes itself felt; it has a vague physiognomy, an
indefina'ole Me: it is an Individual (with a capital I); it is a
Being (with a capital B)2
Ind of the palms in Demerara:
.... what a delight it is to turn again cityward through the
avenues of palms, and to feel once more the sensation of "being
watched, without love or hate, by all -those lithe, tall, silent,
gracious shapes' ^
In other descriptions of palms he writes:
• • the feminine grace of palms tossing their plumes against an
azure sky.^
As its "bright verdant leaves waved against the "blue ehove,
one could not hut pity it as one would pity some being, fair
and feminine and friendless in a strange land, 6
A group of oaks at Grande Isle are "five stooping silhouettes in line
against the horizon, like fleeing women with streaming garments and wind-
blown hair " 7
1» "Memphis to Few Orleans," Fov. 14, 1877, Occidental Gleanings , vol. 1,
p. 160.
~
; 2* Koizumi, Setsu, (Jtes. Hearn), Bernini soences .
Ij 3, Two Years in the French West Indies
,
p. 184.
I
4. Ibid., p. 76.
5. "Mexico at JTew Orleans," Occidental Gleanings
,
vol. 2, p. 224,
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The trees in Japan seem to Hearn to have feminine souls:
Why should the trees be so lovely in Japan?, ... Is it that
the trees have "been so long domesticated and caressed hy man in
this land of the G-ods, that they have acquired souls, and strive
to show their gratitude, like women loved, "by making themselves
more beautiful for man's sake? 1
Idealistic, imaginative worshipper of beauty, Hearn thus found ex-
pression for his reverential love of woman in his descriptive, poetic
prose.
!• Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan
, vol. 1, p. 21.

Chapter VII
RELIGION AlvD PHILOSOPHY
The later Victorian era was a period of great scientific and indus-
trial achievements. With the wonders of science came a new religious skep-
ticism—-a general wonder amorjggreat thinkers of the age regarding the
place religion had in this new world of science. The tendency seemed to bel
to discard religion or at least the traditional type of Christianity.
Writers and thinkers floundered about in pantheism, theosophy and Oriental
j
religious philosophy in their attempt to reconcile religion and science.
This reconciliation was successfully achieved hy Herbert Spencer in his
new system of "Synthetic Philosophy." Darwin's theory of evolution, which
was one of the main reasons for the new religious and philosophical skep-
ticism. Spencer modified and expanded into an acceptalDle reconciliation be-
tween science and religion. Huxley introduced the word "agnostic" to ex-
press the general feeling of the times.
Lafcadio Hearn could not fail to he influenced hy the spirit of the
period—the desire to loiow, to search the universe for the answers to the
**Ultimate Questions" of the \'?hy, the How, the Y/hence, and the 7/hither.
Hearn was particularly susceptihle to any new theories or ideas, since he
htd apparently discarded any religion that he had, leaving himself open-
minded to any plausible answers to his questions. His hatred of convention
1
and rules had made him retel against the "Roman Catholic training that his
aunt gave him at home when he was a child and later in the Jesuit schools
at Ushaw and Yvetot. This early reljellion and his feeling that he had "been
cheated out of his inheritance by the Poman Catholic, Henry Molyneux, gave
him a life-long hatred of the Jesuits which is shown in his distrust and
prejudice toward the Jesuit missionaries in Japan. Of his early religious
tendencies he says:
I remember when a boy lying on my back in the grass, gazing
into the summer blue above me, and wishing that I could melt in-
to it,—become a part of it. For these fancies I believe that
a religious tutor was innocently responsible: he had tried to
explain to me, because of certain dreamy questions, what he
termed the *folly and the wickedness of pantheism.' with the
result that I immediately became a pantheist, at the tender age
of fifteen. And my imaginings presently led me not only to want
the sky for a playground, but also to become the skyJ 1
His early rebellion against stern religious training is reflected in
these words:
Yet instead of merely teaching the child to disguise and re-
press his natural tendencies, we teach him that they are ujanatural,
horrible, wicked and must be eradicated. We mold this plastic
mind and deform it before it has fairly commenced to develop; re-
ligion is too often used to make him cowardly; generally it is
preached to him in order to render him foolish; he is taught to
believe in what he does not understand on the strength of what
others whom he imagines to be wiser than himself tell him; and
above all things he is taught that all other people in the world,
except the savages, are believers in what he is taught to believe.^
Added to this early prejudice against Catholicism was Hearn's realiza-
tion that Christianity was not a religious faith which would be at all
suitable for the Oriental mind. In the preface to his work, Climpses of
Unfamiliar Japan
, he says:
Jly own conviction, and that of many impartial and more ex-
perienced observers of Japanese life, is that Japan has nothing
!• Exotics and Betrospectives
, p. 177.
2« "A r-egnistopneiian," itemj April £, 1881,An /jnerican Miscellany , vol. 2j
P« lo#
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whatever, to gain "by conversion to Thristianity, either morally
or otherwise, tut very much to lose.
Hearn has expanded this idea very logically in a chapter called "The
Jesuit Peril" in his last book, Japan; An Attempt at Interpretation . The
word "attempt" in the title is characteristic of Hearn' s extreme modesty,
the modesty which Dr. Gould in his hiography of Hearn misinterpreted as an
indication that Hearn had done little that was worthwhile, for Hearn him-
self said sol Even after fourteen years in Japan Hearn wrote: "I cannot
yet claim to know much about Japan." 1
But Hearn knew a great deal about the inner life, the soul of Japan.
He interpreted Japan uncommonly well for an Occidental, because he had a
rare sympathy with the traditions and folklore of races, combined with a
religious and philosophical unity with the Oriental. In New Orleans, years
before he thought of going to Japan he was steeping himself in Oriental re-
ligious and philosophical lore. With more than a passing interest he read
Edwin Arnold's Light of Asia , Percival Lowell's The Soul of the Far East
,
and all other manifestations of the period's interest in Oriental philoso-
phy. Hearn, himself a skeptic, which he said was hereditary on his father'^
3ide,2 was alert to the skepticism of the century:
Slit deeper than all these dou'ots a philosophy of doubt is
growing, which bears a strange resemblance to the strangest and
deepest thought of the "'est, which finas itself strengthened
as with elixir by every progressive advance in scientific know-
ledge, ^which deepens with each new investigation, as the abyss
of heaven deepens beyond the range of the most powerful telescope,—
which dreams only of the infinite and beyond time and space. Al-
though directly an outgrowth of modern European thought it bears
1. Japan; An Attempt at Interpretation
, p. 9.
2. "Letters to a Lady," Bronner, Letters from a Eaven.
Ii
a startling' analogy to the pantheism of India,
And concerning the Oriental influence:
It is curious that metaphysicians and rationalists are alike
commencing' to declare their faith in strange theories which flour-
ished thousands of years before European civilization was "born, in
the ancient empires of India and the East.
2
A logical coordination in his philosophical thinking was hr ought ahout
"by his reading- of Herbert Spencer's First Principles about 1864. Hearn's
acceptance of Darv;in*s theory of evolution v/as thus verified and deepened
by complete acceptance of the theories of Spencer, evolutionist of philoso-
phy. However, Hearn never achieved a systematic theory of religious philo-
sophy. The various sides of his personal philosophy included the theory of
evolution as put forth by Darwin and philosophized by Spencer, apparent be-
lief in or at least interest in pre-existence, some sort of reincarnation,
and a modification of the Buddhist Uirvana. He seemed to consider his
"Blue Ghost" some sort of a Nirvana. Of the int erpetation of Nirvana in
Light of Asia Hearn wrote:
Perhaps the luminous i>^terpretation of Mrvana , with which
that superb composition closes, might excite scholarly criticism
or positivist doubt; but the interpretation is in truest harmony
with that universal yearning of the human heart for many a thou-
sand years, and will surely inspire noble thoughts to all who
read it. 3
In his thoughts on cremation Hearn expresses a sort of pantheistic
Firvana:
But there is also a poetical side to the sinister question,
which might be dilated upon—-the swift restoration of the sub-
stances of being to their primal source of light and air the
remelting of the body into the pure and luminous elements which
1.
2,
3.
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formed them. The "body soars wi th the ri sing of the flame which
enwraps it, soars toward that blue to which all eyes turn at
times with an indefinite longing—-as though there were some-
thing of the bird in every human heart.
1
And later in an essay on Nirvana, Kearn explains this phase of Buddhism
very completely. In his casting ahout for a satisfying religion Hearn
seemed to find Buddhism the nearest to his philosophical taste, although he
never adopted it completely. His Buddhistic tendencies were strengthened
in Japan and augmented by his belief in the truth of the Shintoist emphasis
on the influence of the dead on the living. In fact he "wrote so much aboul
Buddhism and T?heosophy that the Times-Democrat was branded as an * infidel
sheet' from the pulpits of New Orleans.
Hearn* s feeling about Buddhism is revealed in his conversation with an
attendant at a Buddhist temple where Hearn wants to make an offering. The
attendant questions Hearn:
•Are you a Christian?
»
Hearn answers:
•No.»
*Are you a Buddhist?'
•Not exactly.
*
*Why do you make offerings if you do not believe in Buddha?'
•I revere the beauty of his teaching, and the faith of those who
follow it.» 3
And in a conversation with an old priest:
?/hence Life? I'/Tiither does it go? V.liy does it exist and
suffer? Our highest Y7estern Science declares them riddles im-
possible to solve, yet confesses at the same time that the heart
of man caii find no peace till they are solved. All religions
have attempted explanations; and all their explanations are dif-
1. "The Burning of the Dead," Time s-Democrat ,March 30, 1884, Editorials,
p. 233.
2. Tinker, La fcadi o Hearn' s -American Days
,
p. 169.
3» Glimpses of lAifamiliar Japan, vol. 1, p. 15.

ferent. I have searched Buddhist "books for answers to these
questions, and I foumd answers which seemed to me laetter than
any others. Still, they did not satisfy me, "being incomplete.!
The austerity of Catholicism was conspicuously absent in the simple
"beliefs of the Japanese!
"!!?hat has most impressed me is the seeming joyousness of
popular faith. I have seen nothing grim, austere, or self-
repressive.
Blessed are they who do not too rauch fear the gods which
they have made J 2
When Hearn visited the religious shrines in Japan, he felt at one with
the pagan spirit and loved the simple old gods. He felt the similarity "be-
tween the new theory of evolution and Buddhistic philosophy:
Twenty-four hundred years ago, out of solitary meditation
upon the pain and the mystery of "being, the mind of an Indian
pilgrim brought forth the highest truth ever taught to men, and
in an era "barren of science anticipated the utter-most knowledge
of our present evolutional philosophy regarding the secret unity
of life, the endless allusions of matter and of mind, and the
"birth and death of universes. He, "by pure reason,—and he alone
before our time,—found answers of worth to the questions of the
Whence, the 'ATiither, and the V!hy; and he made with these answers
another and a no"bler faith than the creed of his fathers.^
Again of this similarity he writes:
And the modern scientific revelation of stellar evolution and
dissolution then seemed to me, and still seems, like a prodigious
confirmation of certain Buddhist theories of cosmical law. 4
Hearn* s early writing reveals a strong interest and speculation in
ideas of metempsychosis, pre-existence, and re-incarnation and transmigra-
tion of souls. His analysis of spring fever shows his thinking in this
direction:
1. "Out of the East
, p. 314.
2. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan
, vol. 1, p. 34 ff.
3, In Ghostly Japan, p. 129.
4, Gleanings^ in Buddha-Fields, p. 209.
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It is a homesickness, yet without memories of home; a thirst
for freedom, yet there is no sense of imprisonment; a sort of
world-weariness too va^e for physical analysis. It is as though
one might wish to wander through "blue deeps of eternity to reach
a rosy paradise in some far-sparkling world. Ideas of pre-exis-
tence, wild theories of metempsychoses and avatars throng upon
one at such times.
1
And of metempsychosis he writes:
The metempsychosis is only the philosophic symhol of a vast
natural fact, grotesque only to those who understand it not;—
just as the most hideous Indian idol, diamond-eyed and skull-
chapleted, represents to the Brahmin a hidden truth incompre-
hensible to the people. . . . Each atom of our blood has doubt-
less circulated, before our very civilization commenced, through
the veins of millions of living creatures,—-soaring, crawling,
or dwelling in the depths of the sea; and each molecule that
floats in a sunbeam has, perhaps, vibrated to the thrill of
human passion.^
Hearn*s Japanese work is oermeated with the idea of pre-existence and the
influence of the dead, upon the living. In theorizing about the Japanese
child»s first word, "goodbye," he writes:
To whom or to what is the little soul saying good-by?—
-
to friends in a previous state of existence still freshly re-
membered? to comrades of its shadowy journey from nobody-
know s-where? 3
In an essay on pre-existence he writes:
After long dwelling in this psychological medium, you find
that it has penetrated your own thought, and has effected there-
in various changes. All concepts of life implied by the idea of
pre-existence, all those beliefs which, however sympathetically
studied, must at first have seemed more than strange to you,
finally lose that curious or fantastic character with which novelty
once invested them, and present themselves under a perfectly nor-
mal aspect. ^
1. Spring Fever Fancies," Item
, Inarch 16, 1879, Editorials.
2. "Metempsychosis," Item
,
Sept. 7, 1880, Fantastics and other Fancies
,
p. 81. '
S. "Out of the East ," p. 23.
4. Kokoro, p. 171.
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i^jid in the same essay he expresses the view that Western religious "beliefs
will "be modified hy science and Oriental philosophy:
But with the acceptance of the doctrine of evolution, old
forms of thought crumhled; new ideas everywhere arose to take
the place of worn-out dogmas; and we now have the spectacle of
a general intellectual movement in directions strangely parallel
with Oriental philosophy.
-
• • . • the whole conception of the Fgo will he eventually trans-
formed through the consequently developed idea of pre-existence.
And it is this induhitahle tendency of science to "broaden
iDeliefs and to magnify cosmic emotion which justifies the sup-
position that future modifications of Festem religious ideas
will he totally unlike any modifications effected in the past;
that the Occidental conception of Self will orh into something
akin to the Oriental conception of Self} and that all present
petty metaphysical notions of personality and individuality as
realities per se will he annihilated.
The clear conviction that the self is multiple, however
paradoxical the statement seems, is the absolutely necessary
step to the vaster conviction that the many are One, that life
is unity, that there is no finite, hut only infinite.
The dreams of Buddhism can scarcely "be surpassed, hecause
they touch the infinite; hut who can presume to say they never
will he realised? 1
The idea that we have lived many times "before
:
A mountain of skulls it is. But know, my son, that all of
them /-BE YOUR OWJ Each has at some time been the nest of your
dreams and delusions and desires. Not even one of them is the
skull of any other heing. All,—all without exception,—-have
been yours, in the billions of your former lives. 2
Hearn explains by re-incarnation unattainable ideals that haunt human
beings:
They who have vainly loved only seem to die; they really
live on in generations of hearts, that their desire may be ful-
filled. They wait, perhaps through centuries, for the reincar-
I nation of shapes beloved,-—forever weaving into the dreams of
youth their vapoury composite of memories. Hence the ideals
1. Kokoro
, pp. 179-189.
2, In Ghostly Japan
, p. 7.
i
xinattainaTDle,—the haunting of trouliled souls by the 'H^oman-
never-to-known. ^
Hearn»s Japanese work reflects the impression made upon him of the
Shinto emphasis on the past and the dett that the present owes to the past.
In the work of the Japanese artist Hearn feels the influence of the past:
And every artist is a ghostly worker. Not by years of grop-
ing and sacrifice does he find his highest expression; the sacri-
ficial past is within him; his art is sn inheritance; his fingers
are guided hy the dead in the delineation of a flying bird, of
the vapors of mountains, of the colors of the morning and the
evening, of the shape of branches and the spring burst of flowers:
generations of skilled workmen have given him their cunning, and
revive in the wonder of his drawing. 2
And in the writing of a six-year old boy:
Still, it was not the beauty of the thing in itself which im-
pressed me, but the weird, extraordinary, indubitable proof it
afforded of an inherited memory so vivid as to be almost equal to
the recollection of fqrmer births. Generations of dead calli-
graphers revived in the fingers of that tiny hand. The thing was
never the work of an individual child five years old, but beyond
all question the work of ghosts,—-the countless ghosts that make
the compound ancestral soul. 3
And of the emotion aroused by a primitive song:
But how explain the emotion evoked by a primitive chant to-
tally unlike anything in Western melody, impossible even to
write in those tones which are the ideographs of our music-
tongue?
And the emotion itself—what is it? I know not; yet I fe^l
it to be something infinitely more old tlian I, something not of
only one place or time, but vibrant to all common joy or pain of
being, \inder the universal stm. 4
And the influence of the dead:
Is not every action indeed the work of the Dead who dwell
within us? Have not o^Jir impulses and tendencies, our capaci-
ties and weaknesses, our heroisms and timidities, been created
1. Kokoro
, p. 1£4.
2, Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan , vol. 1, p. 10.
S, Gleanings in Buddha-Fields
, p. 48.
4. Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan, vol. 1, p. 138.

"by those vanished myriads from whom v/e received the all-mysterious
bequest of Life? 1
The legend of the young girl who looks into the mirror every day
thinking she is seeing her mother, inspires these thoughts:
For in the cosmic order of things the present is the shadow
of the past, and the future must "be the reflection of the pre-
sent. One are we all, even as Light is, though unspeakable the
millions of the vihrations wherehy it is made. One are we all,
and yet many, "because each is a world of ghosts*
Each of us is truly a mirror, imaging something of the uni-
verse, reflectirig also the reflection of ourselves in that
universe; and perhaps the destiny of all is to be molten by that
mighty Image-maker, Death, into some great sweet passionless
unity. 2
In an essay on ancestor-worship Hearn writes that the Japanese boy in
the presence of a Shinto shrine recognizes what the West never emotionally
recognizes: "the prodigious debt of the present to the past, and the duty
of love to the dead." ^ in the same essay he correlates evolution with
ancestor-worship:
It is throtigh the teachirjgs of evolution that there will ul-
timately be developed in the West a moral recognition of duty to
the past like that which ancestor-worship created in the Far East,
Back to the Sun, indeed, like the Shintoist, we can trace our
descent; yet we know that even there the beginning of us was not.
Infinitely more remote in time than a million sun-lives was that
beginning,—if it can truly be said there was a beginning.
The teaching of Evolution is that we are one with that vm-
known Ultimate, of which matter and human mind are but ever-chang-
ing manifestations. The teaching of Evolution is also that each
of us is many, yet that all of us are still one with each other
and with the cosmos;—-that we must know all past humanity not
only in ourselves, but likewise in the preciousness and beauty
of every fellow-life; that we can best love ourselves in others;
that we shall best serve ourselves in others; that forms are but
veils and phantoms; and that to the formless Infinite alone really
belong all human emotions, whether of the living or the dead. 4
1» Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan, vol. 2, p. 394.
2. "Out of the East," p. 83.
3. Kokoro, p. 212.
4. Ibid., pp. 218-226.
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Dust inspires Hearn with thoughts on the multiplicity of the soiil:
This ground beneath me is old as the Milky Way, Call it what
you please,—clay, soil, dust: its names are but symbols of hu-
man sensations having nothing in common with it. Really it is
nameless and unnamable, being a mass of energies, tendencies, in-
finite possibilities; for it was made by the beating of that shore-
less Sea of Birth and Death whose surges billow unseen out of eter-
nal Mght to burst in foam of stars. Lifeless it is not: it feeds
upon life, and visible life grows out of it. Dxist it is of Earma,
waiting to enter into novel combinations, dust of elder Being in
that state between birth and birth which the Buddhist calls Chu-U. -i-
I have souls wanting to soar in air, and souls wanting to
swim in water (sea-water, I think), and souls wanting to live in
woods or on mountain tops. I have souls longing for the tumnilt
of great cities, and souls longing to dwell in tropical solitude;
souls, also, in various stages of naked savagery; souls demand-
ing nomad freedom without tribute; soiils conservative, delicate,
loyal to empire to feudal tradition, and souls that are nihilists,.
deserving Siberia; sleepless souls, hating inaction, and hermit
souls, dwelling in such meditative isolation that only at inter-
vals of years can I feed them moving about;—souls that have faith
in fetiches;—-polytheistic souls; souls proclaiming Islam;—
and souls mediaeval, loving cloister shadow and incense and glimmo:
of tapers and the awful altitude of Gothic glooms. ... I an in-
dividual, an individual soul! Nay, I am a population,—a popu-
lation unthinkable for multitude, even by groups of a thousand mil-
lions? Generations of generations I am, aeons of aeons J 1
The idea that sorrow and pain, beauty and other emotions are part of
inherited memory kept recurring to Hearn, as inspired by Fuji-no-Yama:
So one of the fairest, if not the fairest of earthly visions,
resolves itself into a spectacle of horror and death. . . But have
not all human ideals of beauty, like the beauty of Fuji seen from
afar, been created by forces of death and pain? are not all, in
their kind, but composites of death, beheld in retrospective through
the megical haze of inherited memory? 2
And in an essay on "Insect-I.tUBicians:"
Certainly Japanese poets have not been insensible to the real
melancholy inspired by autumn,—-that vague strange annual revival
of ancestral pain: dim inherited sorrow of millions of memories
1. Gleanings tn Buddha-Fields
, pp. 88-93.
2. Exotics and Betroapectives, p. 14«
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associated through millions of years with the death of sujnmer;—
-
"but in nearly every utterance of this melancholy, the veritahle
allusion is to grief of parting. 'Vith its color-changes, its
leaf whirlings, and the ghostly plaint of its insect-voices, au-
tumn Buddhis tically symholizes impermanency, the certainty of be-
reavement, the pain that clings to all desire, and the sadness of
isolation.
1
On the inheritance of the power to see "beauty:
With the power to see "beauty we are horn—-somewhat, though
not altogether, as we are horn with the po^er to perceive color. • .
the normal heing inherits some ideal of "beauty. It may "be vivid !
or it may "be vague; hut in every case it represents an accumulation
of countless impressions received "by the race,—countless fragments
of prenatal remembrance crystallized into one composite image with-
in organic memory, where, like the viewless image on a photographic
plate awaiting development, it remains awhile in darkness absolute.
• * • • •
To the dead within each man, beauty signifies the presence of
what they need most,—Power. They knew, in despite of Lethe,
that when they lived in comely bodies life was usually made easy
and happy for them, and that when prisoned in feeble or in ugly-
bodies, they found life miserable or difficult. ^
The human face is also a result of generations of the dead:
Every human face is a living composite of countless faces,
generations and generations of faces superimposed upon the sensi-
tive film of Life for the great cosmic developing process.
• • • • the more familiar we become with any common face, the
more astonishing the multitude of the transformations we observe
in it,—-the more indescribable and bewildering its fugitive subtle-
ties of expression. iUad what are these but the etb and flow of
life ancestral, ^underripplings in that well-spring unfathomable
of personality whose flood is Soul. ^
Little incidents in human life cause Hearn much philosophical specula-
tion. The sight of kites in the air on a windy day causes him to describe
them as "kites of human Hope, gaudy-cojored or gray, richly tinseled or hum-
bly simple—rising and soaring and tossing on the fickle winds of the worldi
1. Exotics and Petrospectives
, p. 79.
2. Ibid., pp. 201 and 205.
3. Ibid., p. 190.
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only to laecome entangled at last in that mighty web of indissoluble and ever -
lasting threads which the Weird Sisters spin for all of us." ^
Influenced Tjy Spencer Hearn feels the awefulness of the "Unknowable:"
The Silences and the Eternities may not be questioned without
peril;—the dizziness of the Infinite is a vertigo which the mighti-
est minds cannot risk with impunity! 2
Silkworms inspire this thought:
All life that feels and thinks has been, and can continue to
be, only as the product of struggle and pain, only as the out-
come of endless battle with the Powers of the Universe. And cos-
mic law is tuicompromising. V/hatever organ ceases to know pain,—
-
whatever faculty ceases to be used under the stimulus of pain,—
-
must also cease to exist. Let pain and its effort be suspended,
and life must shrink back, first into protoplasmic shapelessness,
thereafter into dust. ^
In comparing V/estern and Eastern philosophies Kearh feels the need for
a change in Western philosophy. In speculating on what Western faith has
tatight us and what we yet need to learn he writes:
But then that resurrected life, can it be ever new? Will it
not rather be infinitely old? For so surely as that which is must
eternally be, so must that which will be have eternally been. As
there can be no end, so there can have been no beginning; and even
Time is an illusion, and there is nothing new beneath a hundred
million suns. Death is not death, not a rest, not ^n end of pain,
but the most appalling of mockeries, i-jid out of this infinite whirl
of pain you can tell us no way of escape.
Not a few of us can feel that V/estern Faith must finally pass
away forever, leaving us to our own resources when our mental man-
hood shall have been attained, even as the fondest of mothers must
leave her children at last. In that far day her work will all have
been done; she will have fully developed our recognition of certain
eternal spiritual laws; she will have fully ripened our profotmder
human sympathies; she will have fully prepared us by her parables
and fairy tales, by her gentler falsehoods, for the terrible truth
of existence; prepared us for the knowledge that there is no
1. "A Dream of Kites," Item, June 18, 1880, Fantastics and other Fancies
,
p. 59.
^
2. "Tolstoi's Vanity of Wisdom," Dec. 27, 1885, Essays in European and
Oriental Literature, pi 199. — —
3. In Grhostly Japan, p. 65.

divine love save the love of man for man; that we have no All-
Father, no Saviour, no angel guardians; that we have no possible
refuge hut in ourselves.
We may have to learn that the infinite whirl of death and
"birth, out of which we cannot escape, is of our own creation, of
our own seeking; that the forces integrating worlds are the
errors of the Past; that the eternal sorrow is hut the eter-
nal hunger of insatiahle desire; and that the hurnt-out suns
are rekindled only "by the inextinguishable passions of vanished
lives, 1
Hearing the end of his life Hearn feels the impossibility of learning
the secrets of the universe. All speculation ends thus:
"I doubt ^but I do not know. Neither does anybody else," 2
Hearn *s spirit of freedom which rebelled against the bindir^ faith of
Eoraan Catholicism and his rare power to think sympathetically enabled him
to interpret the Japanese people through an understanding study of Oriental
religion manifested in Japanese folklore, popul&r beliefs, and the religioni
of Buddhism and Shintoism as practiced by the people of Japan.
1. "Out of the East," pp. 167-182,
2. Kotto, p. 196.
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CONCLUSIOES
Lafcadio Hearn, gifted with a highly intelligent and sensitive imagi-
nation, was a pure Bomanticist. Being a P.omanticist and a fervent admirer
of French Bomanticists, he was very subjective in his writing. It is the
sutjeotivity of Hearn that leads the reader iranediately to the proposition
that a study of his life and his personality are excellent starting points
for a study of his writing. In the development of such a proposition, that
Lafcadio Hearn* s writing is a reflection of his life, we logically "begin
with an examination of his family "background. V/e find that Hearn* s own
\inusuel racial blend, Greek, Irish, Arabian, and Somany, is reflected in
his sympathetic sociological studies of other races—the negroes in Cin-
cinnati and New Orleans and the Japanese particularly.
Being very sensitive and imaginative Hearn was very impressionable as
a child. In studying his writing we find that certain impressions in his
childhood were so indelible that they were frequently referred to either
directly or indirectly throughout the entire thirty and more years period
of Hearn's work. Among his childhood experiences, dreams, generally night-
mares, and imagined apparitions with a consequent belief in ghO^sts made
such an impression on Hearn that most of his writing shows the supernatural
influence in subject matter, descriptive passages and in the "ghostly**
quality in Hearn's style* Likewise his boyish impression of the sea was
intensified by dreamy sojourns on tropical islands, and is reflected in all
(I
his writing, perhaps most extensively in his story, Chita .
Such sordid experiences as being hlinded in one eye and struggling to
exist all alone in New York, Cincinnati, and New Orleans, are reflected in-
directly in his work, since he was so sensitive to such ugliness that gener-
ally he escaped in his writing into the realms of dreams and poire "beauty.
We found that his own attempts to commit suicide were reflectea more than
once in his writir^.
As Hearn was a voracious reader, enthusiastic, and easily impressed
by the great thoughts of great writers, it is easy to trace the influence
of this reading on Hearn' s own writing. We found that Poe, Bulwer-Lytton,
many French writers, principally Baudelaire, Gfiutier, and Loti, Edwin Arnoli
,
and Herbert Spencer were outstanding influences on Hearn' s thinking and
writing.
The passionate romatic nature of Hearn and his intense admiration of
feminine beauty of women are reflected in the predominance and treatment of
"l'4ternel fdminin" throughout his writing*
The increasing interest in new religious and philosophical theories
among philosophers and writers of the latter half of the nineteenth century
is reflected in Hearn' s writing. A skeptic in religion and unconventional
in philosophy, Hearn explored much J.n these realms, finally coming to an
original religious philosophy characterized by a Buddhistic Nirvana, a
Shinto emphasis on the dead, and the evolutionist concept of Herbert
Spencer. This philosophical development, due to the influence mainly of
Herbert Spencer and life in Japan, we have traced through Hearn*s writing.
Thus, we have not only proved that Lafcadio Hearns writing is a re-
flection of his life and personality, but we have also shown the main direc-
(
tions that these influences took, citing many examples as direct evidence
of the most frequently reflected influences.

ABSTRACT
The protlem of this thesis is to show hy description and example how
the writing of Lafcadio Hearn is a reflection of specific incidents in his
life and peculiar personality traits, inherited or acquired.
Part I, "A Eestless Seeker of Beauty," is a short "biography of Laf-
cadio Hearn, which comprehends all the important details of his life and
personality. Born in the Ionian Isles in 1850, son of an Irish army of-
ficer and a Greek "beauty, Lafcadio was early left "by his separated parents
to "be brought up "by relatives in Ireland. ?/hile at school at Ushaw, the
"boy Lafcadio was accidentally blinded in one eye, a misfortune which in-
creased his natural timidity and extreme introspection. Strict religious
training "by his aunt and Jesuit schools caused him to "be re"bellious, where
fore his aunt sent him at the age of nineteen to America . From a losing
struggle to make a living in Few York he went to Cincinnati where he got
his journalistic start on the Enquirer and the Commercial . Socially os-
tracized in Cincinnati because of an affair with Althea Foley, a mulat-
tress, Hearn took the first opportunity to go to New Orleans on an assign-
ment for the Commercial . In New Orleans he did translations of French au-
thors, editorials. Oriental studies, and miscellaneous articles for the
Item and the Times-Democrat .
In the three years before he embarked for Japan, Hearn took two trips
to the West Indies and spent soms time in New York and some months in

Philadelphia at Doctor Gould's home. In the "''est Indies Hearn continued
his sociological studies of negroes and half-lsreeds, a suhject which had
interested him in Cincinnati and New Orleans.
Imhued with the philosophy of Herbert Spencer and the spirit of the
East, deepened "by the study of Buddhistic philosophy and Oriental folklore,
Lafcadio Hearn left for Japan on an assignment for Harpers, never to re-
turn again. In Japan he lived happily for fourteen years, marrying a young
I
Japanese girl of samurai rank. To provide for his family whibh increased
to three hoys and a girl, he worked herd as professor of English literature
at the University of Tokyo and later at Waseda University. Throvigh his
Japanese books, Lafcadio Hearn interpreted the "inner soul" of Japan for
the Occidental. When he died in 1904 he was huried in a quiet old Buddhist
cemetery.
Part II is concerned with the writirje of Lafcadio Hearn with examples
of definite reflections of his life and personality. Chapter I of Part II,
titled "Mixed Blood," traces the influence of Hearn' s own mixed blood, his
alliance with ilthea Foley, and his lack of race prejudice in his Merican
newspaper articles and hooks and in his sympathetic interpretation of
Japan.
Chapter II, "Dreams and Ghosts," gives numerous examples in Hearn 's
writing of the influence of dreams and ghosts which started when he was a
child with horrible nightmares and a fear of ghosts. The influence of
dreams and ghosts appears in his nature descriptions and in his frequent
stories and descriptions of cemeteries. This influence is fostered and
intensified in Japan where everything appears "ghostly" to Hearn.
Chapter III, "The Cross He Bore," explains how Hearn' s extreme myopia,
blindness in one eye, and his feeling about his small stature increased

!| his natuml self-consciousness and introspection. His poor sight intensi-
fied his sensitivity to colors and odors and his keen observation of de-
!
i
tails, which is shown in his colorful detailed prose which emphasizes sen-
'.^
sations even more than sight. Extreme introspection growing into a perse-
j|
cution complex is reflected in his works, especially in his comparisons of
the East and the West,
Chapter IV, **The Struggle for Existence," shows how Hearn^s struggle
against poverty and defeat, resulting in sympathy toward the socially op-
pressed, is reflected in his newspaper articles and in his sympathetic de-
scriptions of people of the working class.
Chapter V, "The Tropics and the Sea," shows how Hearn's spirit of wan-
derlust, his love of warmth, color, and the sea, are reflected in his work,
especially his West Indian studies, Chita , and descriptions of the sea in
his Japanese work.
Chapter VI, "Love of ^J7oman," Bhows how Heam»s admiration for the phy-
sical heauty of women and his idealization of woman is reflected even in his
nature descriptions which give feminine personalities even to hills and
trees.
The final chapter, "Religion and Philosophy," shows how Hearn*s rehel-
lion against Catholicism led him into Victorian skepticism and into study-
ing Oriental philosophies. Specific instances of his speculation on metem-
psychosis, pre-existence, ancestor-worship, and Mrvana in his writing are
pointed out. The influence of Herhert Spencer is pointed out in Hearn*s
speculation on evolution and the "Ultimate Questions." This chapter shows
how important a part of Hearn's work is his religious and philosophical de-
velopment. This chapter also shows how an interested study of Buddhistic
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philosophy aided Hearn in his scholarly and sympathetic interpretation of
Japan,
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